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ABSTRACT
SINGULARITIES OF PLANE MODEL OF THE MODULAR
CURVE Fo(0
Oiiiuii Kara 
M.S. in Ma(;Iierna(.ics
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Alexaiidcr Klyadiko 
August, 1998
In this work, wc liavc (loscril)O(l tlie singularities of plane model of Zo(^) 
of the modular curve yo(<^ ) in a field of l)oth characteristic 0 and positive 
characteristic p > .5 lor |)i'ime i's not (Mpial to p. Also, wc; have counted 
number of tliose singidaritics.
Keyxoords : Modular curve, dliptic curve, isogeny, endomorphism ring, sin­
gularity, self intersection, supersingular elliptic curve, redxiction, lifting, cusp.
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ÖZET
MODÜLER EĞRİLERİNİN DÜZLEMDEKİ MODELLERİNİN
TEKİLLİKLERİ
Orlmıı Kara.
Malrcmafik Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
T(îz YöiK'Mcisi: Prof. Dr. Alexamlor Klyadıko 
Agusl.os, 1998
Hu tezde Ko(^ ) modıiler eğri.siııiıı düzlemdeki modeli olan Zo(f)’nin tekillik­
lerini, Zo(^) hem karekteristiği 0 olan alanda.yken hem de karekteristiği p > 3 
olan alanda.yken a.yn a.yn hetimledik. Tekillikleri analiz ederken €’in //den 
farklı bir asal sayı olduğunu kabul ettik. Ayrıca,kaç tane tekillik olduğunu 
hesa.pla.dik.
Anahter Kelimeler: Modider eijri, ellipHk eğri, isogeni, endomorfizma 
halkası, tekillik, kendiyle kesişme, snpeıiekil elliptik eğri, indirgeme, kaydırma.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation:
Tlie curves over a field IF, idiat have hig mnnber of rational points and small 
genus have great importancxi in (-odiiig theory. Let X  be tin; family of the 
curves X„ over F,. 'riieit, we have the Drinfeld-Vladnt bound
lim < ^  -  1
where gx^ is genus of the curve M.esearchers in coding theory have been
\X (F )|seeking for the family o( curves X„ over a finite field F, such that - '''' for
9Xr,
very large genus, gx, ,^ is very close to the Drinfeld-Vladut bound, ^ - 1  since 
such family of curves have plenty of rational points over F, wherea.s they have 
small genus. Indeed, the Ix'st family of curves are those which achieves the 
Drinfeld-Vladut bound. To construct such family of curves has been a. difficult 
problem. It is known at least three constructions of such curves: Classical 
modular curves, Drinfeld modular curves (.see [TS-VLA] for the.se two curves) 
and Stichtenoth tower of Artin-Schreier cxtensions(see [CA-STl]).
In this work, we are interested in classical modular curves. The modular 
curve X(){N) is a moduli spa.ces of triples where ф : E  \— * E' is
a cyclic isogeny (isogetiy whose kernel is cyclic) of degree N  between elliptic 
curves E  and E'. The projective closure, Vo(/V), of Xo{N ) attains the Drinfeld- 
Vladut bound over F,,2 where {X ,p ) =  1 . Deligne and Rapoport have proved 
that X q{N ) is defined over Z  and ha.s good (smooth) reduction modulo prime
p for {N ,p) =  1. So, in posit,ive cliarad,crisl,ic p where (N ,p) =  I, llic modular 
curve is s(,ill a moduli si)ace of Iriples ( /i, E\ (¡)). An elliptic curve E  in positive 
characteristic;?, whose ring of endomorphism End(7?) is an order in quaternion 
algebra is said to be snpersingnlar elliptic curve. It is same as saying that E  has 
no element of order p. If E  is a supersingular elliptic curve then its j  invariant, 
j { E ) ,  is in IF,,2 and th(i point represented by the triple (/?, E ', (/>) is a rational 
point of Xo{N ) over lly and number of snpersingular elliptic curves is enough 
big so that the curves )n(A )^ over IF,,2 for (A/^ ,;?) =  I, reach the Drinfeld-Vladut 
bound. For more ex[)la.nation and explicit proofs, one can refer to the book of 
Tsfasman and Vladut on algebraic geometric codes, [TS-VLA] .
So, the modular curve Vo(A^ ) has great significance in coding theory. But, 
the difficulty arises in descril)ing Vn{N) in e(|nation algebraicly. One of the 
model of affine part X{){N) of Vj)(A) is plane model, Zd{N ), given by the 
l)rojection map
7T : A;,(/V)
(A’, E ' J )  OTA’),.?{/?'))·
Well, the points (i(A '),i(A ')) Zo{N), where there is a cyclic isogeny 
(j) : E  I— > E' of (h'grer; N, are ('xactly roots of the modular ecpiation 
$/v(AT, K) — 0, where. K) G C [X ,Y ] is a minimal polynomial such
that = d · h'ul singula.ties of ZoiN) via the modular
equation Y) — 0. But calculating <f)/v is somehow very difficult problem
even for small A^ ’s (see [CO]).
1.1.1 Notations
Xo{N ) '■ f'he affine modular curve which is moduli space of triples {E,E',<f>) 
where <j) : E  1— > E' is a cyclic isog(Miy of d(!giee N between elliptic curves E  
and E'.
Y(){N) : projective, closure' of AT(Af).
Zo{N) =  7r(.r’o(Af)) : affine plane model of A''o(Af).
Zo{N) : projective closure of Z{){N).
1.2 What is Done in This Thesis:
The aim of this thesis is to describe tlie singularities of Zo(<?) for prime I  in 
l.)oth cliaracteristic 0 and positive characteristic. We have sliown that both in 
positive cliaracteristic p > 3 for (p ,i) — f and in diaracteristic 0, the map
7T :
( 11 )
is immersion. That is, the differential, î/tt, is injective. So, tt is local embedding
of nonsingular brarıcİK s^. Hence, all singulaties of are sc^ lf intersections.
We have also proved that two points of at oo in i)roj('c,tive space are
cusps for odd prime f which are ana.lticly ecpiivalent to the cusp of 0, given by
the c(|uation :r/ =  (see Proposition 2.(j.l). These two cusps are permuted
by Atkin-Lehner involution. 'I’he multiplicity of singularity of each cusp is
('^  _  I _  2)  ^  ^ .
-------- ---------- . This result is valid in any characteristic p 2,.3.
2
1.2.1 The Case of Characteristic 0
In the first chapter we have found singula.riti(is of plane model Zo(C) of l'o(^) 
for prime C.
The modular curve A'"o(i') ha.s a.nother u.scful analytic interpretation as the 
(piotient space iHl/l'oCO where IHl is u|>|ier half plane, {2 G C : im2: > 0} and
= <{ I I G 67.2(Z) :c  =  () mod i .
We have used this interpretation to calculate the genus of projective closure 
K)(0  of by using llurwitz genus formula:
.<7(K.(0)
C-\- I
+12 1^ V \ ('
where Legendre symbols are given by
- d '  + U
( 1.2)
0 i f f  =  2,
1 if i  =  1 mod 4, 
— 1 if <? =  3 mod 4
3
and
0 iCf = :{,
1 if  ^=  I mod 3, 
— I if /? =  2 mo d 3
Wliat is new in fliis chapler is (,he last section where we have described the
singularities of the plane projective curve Zo(0 · Fii'st, we have investigated 
that all singularities of are double points. Such self intersection comes
from existence of two cyclic isogenies a ,p  : E i— > E' of degrr'.e f., which are 
not equivalent modulo automor|)hims of E and E'. That is, rr ^ dpc where 
c e  k\\i{E) and (' e Aut(/'.''). 'I’Ikmi, the tri|)les (E ,E ' ,(t) and {E^E\p) 
represent two different points on whereas their projections, {j{E )^ j{E '))
is a single point on ^(i(f) which is a singularity. It turns out that there exists at 
most two such nonequivalent isogenies of degree i  and hence all self intersections 
are double (see theorem 2.6. 1).
We have described self intersections explicitly. In two did'erent parame­
terization in a neighl^orhood of a point of Zo(0  we get two different tangent 
vectors. That is, singula.riti('s of Zo(ff) in characteristic 0 are not just double 
self intersections, they are exactly simple nodes (normal self intersections) (see 
proposition 2.6.2).
The following tlieorem describes the singularities of Zo(^) in characteristic 
0. That theorem is combination of theorem 2.6.1 and proposition 2.6.2 in the 
la,st section of the first chapter.
T h eo rem  1.2 .1  There exists a one l.o one. eorrespondence between self inter­
sections o f  the curve Zo{(t) over C and the elliptic curves E  having complex 
multiplication a  : E  '— > hj such that
i) N{(y) = a a  =  ('^  and
.., CY . .
nj — tS not 7'OOt oj 7intty.
Moreover, all self intersections are simple nodes.
Using the theorem above, we can relate number of singularities of Zo{i)
with Hurwitz class number
i i ( - D ) =
lAulOl
where summation is over equivalence classes of binary integer (|ua.(lratic forms 
Q =  + hxy +  cy'^ , a, b, c e  Z, of fliscriminant —D = h'^  — Aac. The quadratic
form ,x·^  + xj'^  is counted with weight -  and the quadratic form .1;^  -f xy +  y"^  is
I ^
counted with weight All other quadratic forms in other equivalent classes 
are counted with weight I. Then, numl)er of nodes is given as:
T h eorem  1.2.2 Niunher o f fiimylc nodes o f  Zo(C) is
As explained abovci the projective closure, Zo(^), has additional two singular 
points at CO, which are cusps analyticly e<|uivalent to x^ ' =  (see i)roposition
2.6.1). The multiplicity of this cusp is ------—---------. As a corollary, we get an
independent proof of lliirwitz class number formula by comparing two genus 
formulas for Ko(£). One of tluun is calcidated by Hurwitz genus formula, given 
in 1.2 independent from the projective plane model , /?o(0 > other
one is calculated from the i)rojective plane model, Zo(^), by Plucker genus 
formula including singularities of Zn{i). That independent proof of Ilurwitz 
class number formula, confirms all the statements in the last section:
C orollary  1.2.1
xoherc /f(0) =
L ^
2P
Y2  I I { e  -  Ai )^ = + (
l - - 2f
1.2.2 The Case of Positive Characteristic
I
In chapter two, we have (h'seribed tlu' singularities of the projective plane 
model, Zo{() in positive characteristic p > 3.
First of all, since the canonical projection w : Xo(^) 
atiy characteristic p ^  2, 3; we gel.
is immersion m
P rop osition  1 .2.1 The singularities o f Zo(i) in positive characteristic p > 3 
are just multiple self intersections.
In positive characteristic also, the singularities of Zo(£) are the points 
{ j{E ).,j{E '))  where there exists at least two cyclic isogeiiies a.,p ; TC i— > E' of 
degree i  and those two isogenies rr, p are not eipiivalent modulo automorphisms 
of E  and E'.
The new results are in scicond section, which can be viewed in two parts:
i) 'The singularities c.ori'('sponding to ordinary elliptic, curves in positive 
characteristic. An ordinary elliptic curve in positive characteristic has com­
mutative endomorphism ring and hence an ordinary elliptic curve delined over 
a finite field is an elliptic curve whose endomorphism ring is an order in an 
imaginary quadratic field.
ii) The singularities corresponding to supersingular elliptic curves. Recall 
that a supersingular elliptic curve is an elliptic curve in positive characteristic 
p, which has no element of order p. In diflerence with ordinary elliptic curves, 
endomorf)hism ring of a supersingidar curve is an order in quaternion algebra.. 
In addition, there are finitely many supersingular elliptic curves in positive 
characteristic p and all of them are defined over Fjp.
Structure of sing(da.ties of the affine curve Zi}{C) essentially depends on the.se 
two types of elliptic curves.
It turns out that in the ordinary case, the multiplicity of a .self inter.section 
is a. |)ower of characteristic p, which is given by the following:
T h eorem  1.2 .3  Let Zo{f.) be the plane model o f  Ao(0 characteristic p > 
•T (?b 0  — I ·  ^ -^ 0(0 be an intersection o f  two branches
corresponding to the pair o f noneqaivalent cyclir isogenies ap  G Hom{E., E') 
o f  degree L Let a  — per  ^ I'hulfE) where p is the dual o f  p. Assume p splits 
in Q(fv). Then the singularity at {j(E ).,j{E ')) has multiplicity p'' where p'" is 
p part o f  the conductor o fZ [a], That is, i f  f  =  p''cq tohere cy ^  0 mod p then 
multiplicity is p’’.
As in characteristic 0 the number of self intersections of multiplicity p^  can
C orollary 1 .2 .2  The number o f  self intersections o f  multiplicity p'' corre­
sponding to ordinary elliptic curves is
t
u { t ^ - A e )
where sumnuition is taken over those t fo r  which — =  —p ’^ D] =  1·
If we sum mmiber of all self infersec.l.ioiis wil.li multiplicities corresponding to 
ordinary elliptic curves, we get:
be caJculated via ilnrwitz class fund.ion;
C orollary  1 .2 .3  Sum o f the inultiplieilics o f all self intersections o f  Zo(^) 
corresponding to ordinary elliptic curves is
-  4^ )^·
i -^Ar^Tzp-adic s(}uaic,()<i.<2f,ij!:i’
VVe know that also in positive cliaraotei istic two cusps of /?o(0'd. oo are singu-
— \)U — 2)far with multiplicities ------- ---------- . The modular curve has the same
L·
genus given in 1.2 in positive characteristic also since it has a good reduction. 
Therefore, we compare two genus formulas for lo (0  «ind as a corollary we get:
C orollary  1 .2 .4  Sum o f the inultiplicities o f  all self intersections correspond­
ing to supersingular elliptic curves is
H { t ^ - A f) .
ndie squa,re,{)<,i<2f.,i.:^ f
The second part is about the singularities corresponding to supersingular 
elliptic curve. The statement of this part dciscribes those singularities:
T h eorem  1.2 .4  Let (j{I'J), be an intersection o f two branches
corresponding to the pair o f  noneguivalent cyclic isogeni.es p.,a G IIom{E., E'), 
o f  degree i. Assume E is super singular. Let (x = pa £ End{E) where p is 
the dual isogeny o f  p. I f i s  the p part o f  the conductor o f  Z[«] then the 
multiplicity o f  intersection o f  Ihese two branches is
i) 2 ‘λρ 2//' ' +  // i f  p 1,4 prime, in Q(cv), and
it) 2 +  2p + · · · + 2p'~  ^ +  2// i f  p is ramified in Q (a).
Chapter 2
Elliptic Curves and Modular 
Curves in Characteristic 0
Modular curves a.re moduli spaces of (dlipl.ic curves classified hy some specific 
e(|uvalence relations, loopin' defiiiitions are given later in this chapter after 
some preliminary
2.1 Introduction to the Chapter:
I I I  (,Iiis diapter.we have iiitrofluccd (ho modular curve X{){i) and Found singu­
lar’ll,ics of plane modeling oF given liy I,he equation <T>^ in characteristic
zero
In the First section the Inndemantel |)roperties oF elliptic curves has been 
mentioned and the second section covered by elliptic curves over complex field 
and relations between elliptic curves and lattices. Homomorphism rings oF el­
liptic curves and endomorphism ring oF an elliptic curve arc also described. 
Comjilex muItiplica.tion ha.s a special imi)orta.nce in investigating the singular­
ities oF plane modeling oF tiu' modular curves A’oi/). ThereFore we have a brieF 
explanation about complex multiplication. Also, automorphisms oF elliptic 
curves in characteristic 0 has been (h^scribed.
After introducing what a. modular curve! is, we concentrated on the modular 
curves X o{i), defined as the quotient spa,ce IHl/ro(^ ) where li is upper half plane.
{z e  C : \mz > 0} ancl i ’o(0 ~ 1 I ^ S L ‘^ {Z) : c =  0 mod C\. Then
the curve Xo{^) is moduli space of equivalence classes of triples ( fi), E\ <f>) where 
E  and E' are elliptic curves and (f) € IIom(/i, E') is a cyclic isogeny of degree 
L Last, we have calcidated the genus of projective closure of A''o(^ ).
The modular equation V ) = 0, where <I>^ (A', Y) e C[,Y ,)''] is a poly­
nomial whose roots are v and u where v is the ; invariant of a lattice L and u is 
the j  invariant of cyclic sublattice of L of index defines a plane curve, Zo(€). 
For the triple (/?,/?', (ji), which represents a point on A'(j(l?), { j{E ) ,j(E ' ) )  is a 
point on
What is new in this chapter is the' last section where we have described the 
singularities of I''irst, we have investigated that all singularities of Zo{t}
are double self intersections:
T h eorem  2 .1.1 There exists a one to one correspondence between self inter­
sections o f  the curve Zo{^) over C and the elliptic curves E  having complex 
multiplication such that 3rv € End{ l·') satisfying
i) N{o') =  a a  — and
.., .?.s not root oj unity.
Moreover, all self intersections are double.
Then, we have stated those self intersections ex|)licitly:
P rop osition  2 .1.1 All self intersections o f the curve Z{){f,) are simple nodes. 
Last, we have counted the nodes:
T h eorem  2 . 1.2 Number o f nodes o f Z(){i) is
As a corollary, we get an independent proof of a special case of Hurwitz class 
ruunber (orrnula which confirms all the statements in this section:
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C orollary  2 .1.1
i i: //(?=-«’)=./’+i
1- - 2P.
2.2 Elliptic Curves
D efinition 1 An elli|)(.ic curve defined over a field k is a pair ( Z?, O), where E  
is a. nonsingular curve over k of genus I and O € E {k).
Given an elliptic curve A' (we write just A', always remembering O) over 
algebraicly closed field k, wv. can induce a group operation on A’ as follows: I3y 
Riemann-Rocfi theorem the map (^  : A’ —> l*ic‘’(A') (Picard group of E) given 
by =  (x·) -  (O) is a. bijection. Pic' (^ A’) is a group, hence E  is also a. group 
with identity element 0 , and one can dcdinc the group operation as
x\ +  =  •'r.3 if til« divisor (xi) + (x-i) — (x;)) ~  3 (0 ) (that is, the divisors
(x j) +  (X2) — (X3) and 3 (0 ) a.re in the same class) for X],X2,X3 G E.
Again, by Riemann-Roch theorem diiTiA(?iO) :=dim {/ G k {E )  : d iv { f)  + 
n {0 )  > 0} = n, n > I. Hence 3x G L {20) \ L{0),xj G A(30) \ L (20). 
I,x,?/,xt/,x^, x^ ,î/^  G A((50) and hence linearly dependent since dimA(60) = 6. 
So
+  a\xy +  Ü2y — x'^  + b[X  ^ +  l)2X +  63 where ai,b j G k. We can take 
coefficients of and x^  to be I since y'\x' G A((iO) \ A(50). If charA: 7^  2,3 
with appropriate linear change of variable we got cubic equation
— 'I·'· * ~ ,'72-r “ <73!.<72)i73  ^ k
which is called Weierstrass form of elliptic curve. Also, any cubic e<|uation in 
Weierstrass form in characteristic not 2 or 3 is an elliptic curve, taking 00, 
which corresponds to the point [x : y : z] =  [ 0 :1 :0 ]  sa.tisfying the Weierstrass 
equation y"^ z =  4x'^  — /72x2:''^  — in the projective space, as identity element. 
Then, sum of three points satisfying tlie given cubic equation is zero if and 
oidy if they are collinear (By Bezoiit t  heorem, a curve given by cubic equation 
intersects a line at three points).
II
2.2.1 j  Invariant of Elliptic Curves
Let. E: =  4x, — g^x — д-л l>e an ellipt/ic curve over a. iielcl k. Tlien, E  iIS
uonsingular, hence i;lte polynomial Ar' -  g2X -  gz has distinci; roots in k. That 
is, the discriminant,
A := gl -  21gl /  0
Deiine ;(/!/') := 1728^ . hot E : g'^  =  ^\x^-g2X—g:\ and E' : =  Ax^-g'^x-g'^
l)c two elliptic curves over a field k. Tlicui E  and E' are said to be isomorphic 
over k if 3 a nonzero c G k such that g'^  ~ (Ag-i and g'^  =  c^ g·^  and such r. c Ç. k 
is said to be isomorphism. If k is a.lg(d)raicly closed then it is easy to check 
that E  ~  E' (E  is isomorphic to /'/) means exactly ;(E )  = j{E ').
<]2
Let E  : iE = Ax, — g-ix — g-.>, lx; an elliptic curve over C. Tlnui the solutions 
= c^g2 and gz =  c^ 'gz for c G C (automorphisms of E) is {dbJ} for gz ^  0 
and g2 7^  0. If ,92 =  h then the solution set for c is {± 1 , icu, ihw }^ where u> is
the cubic root of unity, cu = — ^  -)-· “  0 then the solution set
for c is { ± l , ± i } .  H('iice, Idi' E with j {E )  =  1728, Aut(/?) = {±J.,dbi}; for E  
with j { E )  =  0, Aut(E') = {± 1 , ±o>, ± 0»·^ }. l''or any other elliptic curve E  over 
C whose j-invariant different from 0 or 1728, Aut(/?) =  { i l } .
2.2.2 Isogenies
An isogeny between two elli|)tic curves is on one hand a morphism of varieties 
and on the other ha.nd group homomorphism. Here is the formal definition;
D efin ition  2 Let 1C and IC be (;Hi|)tic curves over a field k with identity 
elements О and O' r(;s|)ectively. 'I'hen, an isogeny between E and E' is a 
morphism
Ф : E — > E'
satisfying ф{0) =  O'. Also, E  and IC аіч; sa.id to be isogenous if there exists a 
non constant isogeny betw(!(Mi them.
Since an isogeny is a. morphism between curves, if it is not constant then it 
is a finite map (ie, onto map and inverse image of any point is a. finite set). As
12
usual, irivial isogeny, [0](P) =  O' WP € li, has degree
:=  0
and any other isogeny </; : E  —> E' difrerent tlian [0] ha,s degre<i
d e g ^ := [ k { E ) : r H E ' ) ] =  E  < P )
^(/’)=0'
where
</>* : k{E') — > k{E)
f  — > fo<l>
and (i{P) is ramification imh'X of I* G E-
We say that <f) is S (i|)a ra l) le , inseparable or |)urely inseparable if the extension 
k {E )  over (j>*k{E') is separable, inseparable or purely inseparable extension 
respectively.
The most important piop<;rty of isogimies is that they are grou|) homomor­
phism s:
T h eorem  2 .2.1 Lcl. </) : E E' he an isofjeny. '¡'hen,
<!>{E + Q) = {^E) + <l>iQ), yP.Q&E
Proof: Trivially, f  =  [0] is a group homomorphism. So, h'.t’s assume f  is 
a finite map. Let’s define
(/>, ; Pic'’(./',') — 4 PU ffE')
Obviously, is a group homomorphism. But, Bic'’(/i') is isomorphic to E  and 
P\cf{E') is i.somorphic to I f  as group isomorphism.
Let
and
/c : E P\P^E),
p  IP ) _  (0 )
s·,'-' : Fic"(/ ’^') —  ^ E
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be isomorphisms. Then
and hence
(j) =  K' O (¡6* o
(j){P -\-Q) = K’  ^ O 4>^ o k{ P + Q) =  a:’ ' o o k{ P) + /«·.·■■' o (f) o^ k{Q) 
since A·’“ ', (p* and /c arc group homomorphisms.
Le(, lIom(/i-', Ti’') = {isogi'iiies (/; : I'J -> Then IIom( /i',/i'') i,s a group
under addition law. If /'7 = E' tlien, l7nd(/7) = Hom(y7,/7) is a ring with 
midtiplication given by composition. Automorphisms of 77, denoted by Aut(/7'), 
are invertible elements of l7nd/7. Recall that, for an elliptic curve /7 over C we 
have
Aut(/7) -
{ ± l ,± f }  ifi(/-7) = 1728,
(± l,± w ,± u ;^ } if j(/ 7 )= () ,
{± 1 } otherwise.
For any m  G Z, w(> can define multiplic,a.tion by m:
[7/Í,] : /7 — 7 /7
[m](/ )^ =  /'’ -f · · · + P (m terms), for ni > 0
and
7 /7,i]{P) =  [“ >"■](·“ /0 < 0·
It is ea.sy to check by induction tliat multiplication by m  G Z is an isogeny. 
For m ^  0, [777] is a non constant map. Here is the precise statement:
P rop osition  2 .2 .1  [SIL I, pp 72] Let /7 and E' he eJliptic curves over a field  
k, and rn G Z, rn ^  0. Then
a) [777] : E  E is a finite map.
b) flom {E , E') is a iortion free Z - module.
c) End(E) is an integral domain o f characteristic 0.
M
Given elliptic curves ¿ ’ and E' over a field k, the sets llom(/i', ¿ ')  and 
\\om{E\E) are related by the following theorem:
T h eorem  2.2 .2  [Sll. I, pp 84] Let <j> : E E' be a non constant isogeny o f  
degree in. Then, there exists a unique isogeny
f : E  —  ^ E'
satisfying f  o f  =  [7/1] € End.( E) and f  o f  =  [7/7,] g End,[E')
D efinition 3 f  in the above theorem is called the dual isogeny of <j).
P rop osition  2 .2 .2  [Sll. 1, pp 87] Let (f> e End{E ,E ') he a non constant 
isogeny. Then duality o f isogeni.es has the following properties:
i) degcj) —degf
ii) (f) — (f)
in) Let If G {E',E'') be another non constant isogeny. Then
1
(p o (j> =  <j> O
iv [777] = [777,] and f/rY/[777·] = rn^  \/in G Z
Let (j) G Hom( /i', E'), f  ^  [0]. d'İK'n ker<^  is a finite subgroup of E. It is finite 
since f  is a finite map and it is a subgroup since f  is a group homomorphism. 
For a. given elliptic curve E, there is a one to one correspondence between rinite 
subgroups of E  and elliptic curves L", isogenous to E. That is:
P rop osition  2 .2 .3  [SIL 1, |)p 78] lyct E be an elliptic curve and 4> be a finite 
subgroup o f  E . Then there is a unique elliptic curve E' a,nd a. separable isogeny 
(j) : E  —7 E' such that
k e r f  —
2.3 Elliptic Curves Over Complex Field and 
Lattices:
Let IHI =  (z  : ¡1112· > ()}. A lattice L· in C is a subgroup ol C under addition law 
which is IVee Z - Modnic of dimension 2 and generates C over reals. We write 
L — [a»|,o)2] is a. I)asis of the lattice L·. We alwa.ys assume that 6 IHI.
Beca.use, otherwise ^  G IHI a.nd we can write L =  [u>2 i^O\].
UJ2
Let L =  [u)i,u>2] he a lattice, 'riien tli(i (inotient space <C/L is liomeomorphic 
to a torus and elements of C/L ar(i nni(inely represented in the fundemantel 
parallelogram
n := {aw] -I- IİUJ2 '■ h < < I }·
Define the Weierstrass function
I 1
d’hen,
,/ ( 2 ) = - 2  x :
UfÇ iI
The Weierstrass function a.nd its derivative p and p' are rational functions 
of C/L. That is:
P rop osition  2 .3 .1  [KO] p{z), p'{z) € k {C f L) and the map 0  ; □ —> i? U 00 
given by
=  [p(") · · I] ’/’(0) =  [0 : f : 0].
is analytic Injection, where n is fvndamcntal paralldogr'am o f L and E  : y^  — 
4x^ -  g2X -  .<73, <72 =  f>0Eu,g /,_ {o ) .<7t =  H 0 E u,€ L - { o}
So, a lattice corresponds to an elli|)tic curve over C. Converse is also true:
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P rop osition  2 .3 .2  [LA 2, |>p 39] Let E  : =  43;·^  -  (/ax -  g·,^  be an el­
liptic curve. Then, 3 a lattice L such that g^  =  60 -i- and <73 =
J ^ *
H0E<.;e/.-{o}
Let L be a lattice ami g¿ =  60Ewe/.-{o) .<73 =  LIO E u.g/.-{o) The
torus represented by the (piotieiit space C/L is a group and for zi,Z 2,z^ G □, 
fundamental domain of C /L  , we hav(i .3:1 -|-3r2-|-2:;) = 0 if and only if 21+^2 + 23 G 
L. Hopefully, this is also ecpiivalent to saying that the points {p{z[), p'{Z[)), 
ipi^2),p'{z2)) and (|íd t;t),í/(-~:t)) on the elliptic airve E  : y'^  = Ax'^  -  g^x -  /73 
are collinear. For more detail and the proof, one can refer to, for instance, 
Koblitz’s book on Elliptic curves and Modular forms [KOj.
Now, we know that ther(i is a oik' to one correspondence between elliptic 
curves over C and latl.ices. We define; two lattices L, L·' to be proportional if 
L =  XL·' for some A G C*. Then, the elliptic curves over C determined by 
|)roportiona.l lattices are isomori)hic. Precisely
P rop osition  2 .3 .3  [CO, pp 207] Let E : =  Ax'^  — g2X — g-.\ and E' : y^  =
4.3;^  — ~ .93 elliptic curves o o erC  and L, L·' he corresponding lattices.
Then, E  ~  E' i f  and only if  L· =  A / / ,  A G C ‘ .
Then, for a. lattice L we can define 7(L) :=  j { E )  where Z?Uoo ~  C/L (from 
now on, I will skip the point of E  a.t 00). Let L· =  [u>i,u>2]. Then ^L· =  [| ,^ i] 
is proportional to L·. Let’s denote t = ^  and then j{L·) = j [ ^ L )  =  ./([r, 1]). 
Besides considering j  as a function of lattices, we may suppose also j  as a 
function on upper half i)la.ne, defined as
:j{T) := .;([r , I]).
Mere is an irnportf).nt property of 7 function:
P rop osition  2 .3 .4  [KO] j  : IHI C, ./(r) =  ./([r, 1]) is an analytic function  
and it has a simple pole, at 00.
And tlie following lemma, is about zeros of derivative of j  bmetion:
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Lem m a 2.3 .1  [CO, pp 22J) For z e  IHI, j'{z) ^  0 except the following cases
ai +  b 
ci 4- d
. . ( <^ b ,
V   ^ , j  fo r  som e ( _ J € S 1п{Щ and j'{z) =  0, hut j" {z) ф 0 .
c; d
, , au> -\-b  ^ ( a h .
0^  ^ =  ~ ~  /"·"■ I I  ^ j'{z) = 0 and j"{z) =  0 hxitcu> +  d
r" {z ) Ф 0.
Le(, j { z )  — j{z') z^z' 6 im. 'I’licn ЗЛ € C* .satisfying A[z', 1] =  [ ,^ I]. 
Hence 3a =  ^ j  e  S L 2[1 ) =  ||^  ” h  a , b , c , d e Z ] o . d - b c =  1
such that.
Xz' =  az  -I- b and A = rz -f- d.
Becan.sc botli {z^ l) and {A;;, A} an^  tin* l)asis for tlie lattice L· =  [г, 1]. 3.3ien,
, az -f- b
we get г =  ---- —
cz -f- a
Conversely, let z' lor sonu^  i ) G 8 Ь2{Ъ). Then, let A =
у c d
cz + d. So,
Xz' — az  + h and X =  cz d.
Hence X\z'f[] =  [г, 1] which implies that j {z )  =  j{z'). In conclusion, we get
that ]{z) =  ]{z  ) means =  ------- - where ( j G 8 Ь2{Ъ).
cz ^-d \ c d j
An isogeny between two elliptic curves over C is an analytic isomor­
phism of corresponding toruses. Becau.se, for ф G Horn(£ ,^ F') ЗА such that the 
following diagram is commutative;
C /L
1
F
C / / /
1
F
wliere L and L' are the lattices coriiisponding to E  and F' r('spectively and 
the vertical maps are i.somorphisms. (-'onverse is also true. Hence Hom(i?, jB') 
is set of analytic hornomorphisms from <C/L onto C/L·'. Indeed, those analytic 
hornomorphisms can be represented as nudtiplication by complex numbers:
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T h eorem  2.3 .1  Let L, L' be txoo lattices in C and X : C /L  €/L·' be an 
anadyttc homoinovphisni. / lien. 3 a  E C such that the following diayvam com­
mutative
c c
1 1
C /L  -'U  C///
where the map a  is multiplication by a  and the vertical maps are canonical 
homomorphism.
Proof: X is a liomomorpliism ol' (’iiii(lemaiil,el parallelogtains of L and IJ . 
T i l  at is
X(z, -I- Z2) =  A(,Z|) -I· A(.-:r.2) {m o(\ i/),z ,,z .2 e  C.
For z\,z-2 very close to 0, we liavi^
A(-V| T Z2) ~  A(~|) + X{z2).
Since A is analytic, it must he of the form X{z) =  evz, for 2r very close to 0. For
arbitrary  ^ € C, we ca.ii write A( —) = n— for enough large n G Z. Therefore,11 11
X{z) =  a z  mod /7, z Q C. Since X(L) C L' we get a L  C L'. Conversely, for 
a.ny O’ G C satisfying a L  C L', the rna.|) A( )^ =  .az  mod /7 is obviously an 
analytic homomorphism.
□
For elliptic curves E  ~  C /L  and /7 ~  C /L' we have ITom(/?, /7) = { a  E 
C : a L  C L'}. Observe that for cv G IIom( /?, /7), if a “ ' G Hom(/7, that 
is, a~  ^IJ  G L  then a  is an isomorphism and the lattices L , f J  are proportional 
since a L  =  L'.
2.3.1 Complex Multiplication
Let E  be an elliptic curve over C. We know that for any rn G Z the isogeny 
[m], induced by multiplication by 7u, is in Fnd(fc'). Hence, we always have 
Z C Fnd(/?). For some elliptic curves we have Fnd(./i') = Z, on the other 
hand, for some other elliptic curves we have proper inclusion, Z ^ End(l?). 
For an elliptic curve LC over C if End(/'J) is strictly larger than Z then E  is said 
to have complex multiplication. Let L =  [r, 1] be a lattice in C and E  ~  C /L .
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Assume E  has CM (standing for complex multiplication). Then 3 a  G End(£^) 
where cv G C \ Z. a  G End(/i/') => a L  C L. So
a r  =  a r  +  h and a  =  cr + d, where (  ^ d ) ^
Then
cv — a
and since r  G H■, fv is not real. Also, r  satisfies the equation 
ca;^  +  {d — a)x — b =  0. Hence r  is algehraii; number of order 2 and a  =  cr +  d G 
Q (r). So, End(j&') is a ring in the imaginary (|ua.dra.tic field Q (r).
In fact, for an elliptic curve E over C, having CM, End( Ë) is nothing but an 
order in an imaginary (|uadra.tic field. So, first let me introduce some general 
facts a.bout orders;
An order O in an imaginary (|iia.dra.tic field K  = Q(\/^/),d G Z'*", is a 
subring of K  which is a. free Z - moduh'. of rank 2. It follows that ring of integers 
Of(: of K  is an order. Iiifact, it is tin', maximal order in K  (se(' [CO, pp 1.33]).
Let di  ^ be the discriminant of K . It is well known fact in algebraic number
d/r + v/d/c
theory that O k =  [l,u)/r], where Cc>/v =
2
. Any order O n\ K  has a
finite index in O k since both O a.ii<l O k fi'c f'ce Z - Modules of rank 2. Let 
/ :=  \Ok  '-O] for an ord(ir O in K . VVe have 7, + J'Ok CO  sinc(' / O k CO. But 
Z + J O k also has index / in O k - Hence 0 =  Z + J O k =  The index
/ :=  [Ok -O] is called the conductor of the order O and D = p d j i  is called the 
discriminant of O. Then, D determines O uniquely and any negative integer 
D =  0, l(mod 4) is tlu' discriminant of an order in an imaginary quadratic
For an ideal J  in an ord(!r O in imaginary (piadratic field K  we have O c  
{ a  G K  : a J c I }  A fractional idcjal J ~  0 1 , 0  G K*, is said to be a proper 
fractional ideal if we have the equality 0 =  {r.v G K  : a j c j } .  A fractional 
ideal J  is invertible if there exists another fractional ideal J '  satisfying J  J '  — 
O. Then
P rop osition  2 .3 .5  [CO, p[) 13.5] Lei O be an order in an iinafjinary quadratic 
field K  and let J  be a fractional O - ideal. Then J  is invertible i f  and only i f  
J  is proper.
So, set of proper ideals of an order O in K  is a group under multiplication 
of ideals, denoted by 1(0 ). Then, the set of principal O ideals (ideals of the
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Conn aO , a  6 K *)  is a subgroup of l { 0 ) ,  denoted by P { 0 ) .  Tlien tlie quotient 
group C {0 )  =  I [0 )1  P {0 )  is a finite group (see [CO]) and callerl the ideal class 
group of the order O. 7’lie order of C {0 )  is called the class number of О and 
denoted as h {0 ) .  We sometimes write h{D) instead of h {0 ) ,  where D is the 
discrirnina.nt of O.
Let J  be a proper fractional O ideal. Then we can regard J  as a lattice 
in C. ddiat is, we can write J — [a j i ]  where <\,fl Ç C and ~j ^ ^  («('-e [CO, 
pp ib l]). (^onversly, hd. I, — [r, I] be a lattice and there exists cv G C \ Z 
such that a L  C L. 'I'hen K =  Q (r) is an imaginary quadratic field and 
0 =  {P  G K  : p ij d  Ij } is an order in A, cv dO . ll.emark thal. L  is a proper 
fractional ideal of O.
In conclusion, we g(d. that any piop<'.r fractional ideal of an order O in an 
imaginary qua.dratic field K  is a lal ticci whose ring of endomorphism is the 
order O. Converse is also true. Two lattices A, L·' with endomor[)hisrn rings O, 
are proportional if and only if they are in the same class in .1(0). Therefore, 
number of lattices up to proi)ortionality whose ring of endomorphisms are O 
is nothing but the class number of O, h{0 ).
The following theorem gives a nice formula, for the class number, h (0 ) :
T h eorem  2.3 .2  [CO, pp LKi] Let O he an order o f conxlnctor f  in an imagi­
nary quadratic field  A'. Then
u n )  TT / 1 /  \ l\
where p ’s are primes dividing f .  Purihermore, h{Oi() divides h {0 ) .
The symbol | ) in the above theorem is the Kronecker Symbol for
V
p =  2 which is defined as
0 \î2 /dK
1 if d¡( =  1 mod 8 
-1 if d/i =  5 mod 8
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and for o<ld primo/>, j ) is I,ho L<;g<Midre Symbol defiiiod as
0 W ]>/dn-
— I. ii (li^  is not, (livisil)le lyy p and <//<- is a quadratic noii-residue modulo
1 il d]^  is not divisil)lo l)y p and d/<· is a quadratic residue modulo p
Let K  be an imaginary <|uadratic fi('.|d and p be a prime number. Tlien,
p is either prime or scjuare of a prime, or |)ioduct of two |)iimes in K . More
explicitly
P rop osition  2 .3 .6  [IK)-SIIA, pp 2.'Ui| In a (¡nn<lralic Jirld will), discriminant 
D the prime number p has tl).e decomposition
p =  )ohcre V is a prime in, l\ , i f  and only if  p divides I).
I f p is odd and does not divide I) th,en p — V V , V 7^  V , foi- =  1 
and p = V fo r  — —I. If 2  does not divide D then 2 =  VP', V ^ V ,  fo r
D =  I mod 8 a,nd 2 — P  fo r  I) =  5 n>od. 8.
2.4 Modular Curve
A modidar curve, analyticly, is a (piotient space of the action of some specific
subgroups of Slj2{'^) on nppc'.r half phiiu', IHI. For ^ = ( ) € .S'/y2(Z),
\
let’s define the action as
az + b 
cz "I-· d
z €
Then (T is map from IHI to IHI since
. az -I- b im(,i') .
im(---- — = ------- > 0 for  ^ € IHI.
(■z H- d \cz f  (¡Y
lle.ce. 6
CZ + a
and hence let’s take
Observe that a  and —cr induces the same action on IK
r S V m /  ±  I
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and inUodiicc) discreU  ^ i.opology on l\ I’ is called the full modidar group. As 
usual, IHI has coni|)lex topology geiKUat('.d hy open disks. Let’s deiiiHi
l'(/V) = {.T =
a I)
e  V :
a h 
c d
0
mod A I  .
r( A) is called the principal congruence subgroup of level A. Any subgroup 
G  of Г which contains 1(A ) for .some N (E is called congruence subgroup, 
hor such a. congrnenc(i subgroup С/ we have also discrete topology. 'Г1к;п, it is 
easy to check that, as a. topological group, Ci is an action on IHI where, similarly, 
the action is defined as
nz -I- /)
(CT,Z) -  (TZ - - - - -  , (T
rz h d
a h 
г d
€ (7 a.nd P
Imr a. point G IHI, w(i < all the ,s<'t Gz — [(¡z : // € A} as the orbit of under 
G. T Ikui, the. (]Uoti('.nt spa.c(' WWjG is the scit of all G - orbits of points on IHI. 
Any two points z\^ Z'i which are in the same orbit with respect to G are called 
G equivalent aiul we denote this lact as z\ 22· Now, let's introduce the 
(piotient topology on IHl/L/. d’hat is, i( (¡) : IHI — ■> WW/G is the natural projection 
defined as <j){z) =  Gz  ^ then a subs<'t /1 of IHl/6' i.s open if it’s inverse image, 
(j)~'{A) is open in IHI.
T h eorem  2.4 .1  [>SII, ch I] With the above conslruction, Ш/G  is a Iliemann
rlace.
As in the case of torus, we ca.n represcnit elements of the quotient space IHl/G' 
in a. IVmdarne!)tal domain. A fundaiiKMital domain D for a congruence subgroup 
G  is a connected subset of İHI such that every orbit of G has an element in D 
and any two elements in intcuior of I) a.i(î in different orbits.
For a congruence subgroup 6’, th(' set Gz = {<7 Ç. G : gz = z) is called the 
isotropy group (stabilizer) of the point 2 G IHI. If, for z G IHI, the isotropy group, 
Gzi is nontrivial then the point 2 is c.a.lled elliptic point and \Gz\ is called the 
order of z.
Let r  =  S L 2{1 i) l  i  I and G be a congruence subgroup ol F. Then [F : 
= n < 00. Let o iG  be cosets of G in F, cv,; G F, i — I,···,??.. Then
2:1
= Ur=i tVjG’. If D \ '  is a fundanienlal domain for V then D a  = 
will be a fundamental domain for G .  Indeed, if 2: € IHI then 3 z '  G Dp which 
is in tlie same orbit as 2r’s. d'liat is, 3 a  € T such tliat a z  =  z ' . f-or some i ,  
(V = «¿(7 (T G r. riien fi'jiTz — z '  r r z  = a j ^ z '  G D q - That is, for any element 
z  G Hfl, its orbit contains an element in D a ·  Now, let’s assume l.wo elements of 
D a ,  say a ^ ' z  and a j ' z '  for some .? a.nd z '  in D a  are in the same orbit. That 
is, 3 (T G G  such that a a j ' ' z  = a ' j z ' .  Then a j a a j ' z  = z ' . But 2 and z '  are 
in the fundamental domain of I' and Inuice they arc; not interior points of D y .  
'riieridoiii, the points o” ',? and rvy ’.■/ ar<'. not interior points of D a -  We see 
that D a  is actually a. fundamental domain for the subgroup G .  We can choose 
rvi’s in the coset decomposition so that D a  is conmicted.
The next theorem describes funda.nu'iital domain of the full modular group 
r  and also states stabilizers of points:
T h eorem  2.4 .2  [LA ‘5, ch III §1]
i )  T h e  se t  Dp = { z  G IHI : — j  < I t e z  <  | a n d \ z \  > 1} .‘m r v t s  as a  
f u n d a m e n t a l  d o m a i n  f o r  1\ F u r t h e r m o r e  the  e l e m e n t s
g e n e r a i e s  l\
i i )  |/ } f o r  z  G IHI, i , u i  ( r e c a l l  t h a t  u  is t h i r d  ro o t  o f  u n i t y )  a n d
r , = <  5  > =  {/ ,5 } , 1'. = <  S T  > =  { I ,S 7 \ { S T f ]
w h e r e  / is t h e  2  by  2  i d e n t i t y  m a t r i x .
In the fundamental domain Dp, described in the above theorem, the vertical 
lines l i e z  = — | and U.e2 = | are identical since the point z  with R.e2 = — | is 
in the same orbit as the point ' T z  = 2 + 1  whose real part is, U,e(2 + 1) = 
Also, on the arc \ z \  =  I of Dp, the points 2 and S z  =  are in the same orbit. 
Therefore, the Riemann Surface IHl/F is obtained by gluing the vertical lines 
Re2 = — i  and Re2 ■ | 
the same orbit coincide and also l· 
is, the set {2 G Dp : |2| = I, B'
in
the left part of the arc of Dp (that 
ith the right part of the arc of Dp
is, (.he set { z  6 D y  : \ z \  = I, l lc .z  >  0)) such that the points in the same 
orbit coincide.
Unfortunately, the R.iemann Surface IHl/Г is not compact and lienee, for any
congruence subgroup (J,  the the lUemaiin Surface IHl/G" is also not compact
since a fundamental domain D a  fo·' (> i« nothing but a union of ima.ges of
a fundamental domain D y  of Г under some finitely many elements of Г. To
compactify IHl/Г, we should add the. point oo. But, this Rieii|ann Surface is
defined by an action ;utd hence we should enlarge this action on oo. Por this,
let IHl* = IHI U Q U oo since I' (and any subgroup of Г) acts on Q U oo. Por a
congruence subgroup (1 of I' the (piotii'iit s|)a.ce QUoo/G' is finite. That is,
there exists finitely many orbits of (J  foi· the space QU oo. Any orbit which is
represented by a.n eh'iiient is said to be a cusp. Por instance, P has just one
cusp, .oo, since any rational number ;· € Q is I' e(iuiva.lant to oo. If r  =  - ,
c
a,c G Z are relatively prime, then 3 />, d G Z such that a d  — be =  1. Let
(T = I I . Then (t(oo) = 7·, which ex[)lains that only cusp of Г is oo.
\ c  d  J
4’he topolog3' of 1НГ is generated by the neigborhoods ol the points г G İHI* 
where for 2г G IHl neigborhoods of г is as usual, for г = oo, neigborhoods of oo 
a.re the sets
€ IHl; imx > C }  |^{oo} for C  G
Pinally, for a [loint r  G Q, neigborhoods of r  are open discs in IHl which are 
tangent to the real axis at ?·. Then, the charts of the Riemann Surface 1Н1*/Г 
are
;г nea.r z ' / ' y  i ,u>,  oo 
"ear
Por more detailed imformation about the charts above, one can refer to 
Silverman’s second book on arithmetic of elliiitic curves, [SIL 2 ].
lHI*/r is compact. Beca.us(‘, «pen covering of the fundamental domain 
D y  contains a neigborhood '' ' —  ^ < Rez < j ,  irnz > C }  of oo and
D r  — N o  is compact, 'riicii, for any congruence .subgroup (7 of P tiie Riemann 
Surface M * / G  is compact.
Now, we are ready to introduce main definition of this chapter:
Definition 4  Let G  be a congruence subgroup of P. Tlie fPi(unanu Surfaces 
M * / G  a.nd \U \ /G  are calh'd modidar curves.
We know tliat the function j  : IHI > C is analytic on IHI and has a simple pole 
at C O .  In addition j { : : )  - -  j ( z ' )  if and only if .г and z '  are in the sanu' orbit with 
res[)ect to full modular grouj) P. Hence, the ; function is an analytic bijection 
l)etween IHI*/P and IP'(C). 'I'hat is, tlu' modular curve IHI*/P is nothing but a 
projective; liiu;. Hence' its ge'iius is //(lllP/P) “  0. In geuieral we; have;;
T h eorem  2.4 .3  Let (1 he a rongruenre .subgroup o f V and let
[1’ r = n
1/2 =  n u m b e r  o f  G  - i n e g u i v a l c t d  (■lli.ptic p o i n t s  o f  o r d e r  2  
;y.j - n u m b e r  o f  G  - i n e q u i v a l e n t  el l ipt ic·  p o i n t s  o f  o r d e r  S 
J'oo = n u m b e r  o f  G  - i n e g u i v a l c n t  cu.sps
T h e n ,  the  g e n u s  e;/IHI*/6'' is g i v e n  by
n
·" = ' + T2
2^ 1^ 00
:i 2 '
P r o o f :  Consider the natural pre)ie;e tion
7T : m*IG  I— + IH I* / ! '
taking the point  ^ in the funelarnental elomain of G  to z '  in the fundamental 
domain of P where z '  is in the same orbit as z  with res|)ect to P. Then the 
poiTit z  has remification index e^ , — [17 : G z ] ·  For z ,  not an elliptic point of 
P, i.e. Vz =  ifl) we have [P : G \  — n  feoints in the fundamental domain of G  
which are P équivalant to 2, their remification indices are 1 . Hence,
the do;gree of tt is nothing Iv l('y [P ■. G \  — n .  Now, let p'2 (1^ 3) be
I,lie number of points in IH I* / (7  wliicli are I' e(|uivalent to i  ( o i ) ,  but are not 
elliptic points with respect to d .  Tlien, n  =  1/2 -|- = //;) + ‘b/^ , since, for a
nonelliptic point  ^of \ \ \ l * / G  which is I’ eipiivalant to it is reiniiication index is 
('z -  [l\ : ^ h ]  ~  '>"d for a nonelliptic point of E \ * / G  which is I' (xpiivalant
to U), it is remification index is [l\ : ( G ]  =  'b l-or the cusps r  e  QIJoo we 
have J2 '^r ~  u. İlence J2 {^'r “  I) = — 'Ax, = n — 'I'he rcmified points
are exactly those nonelliptic points which are I’ e()uivalent to i or co and some 
of the cusi)s. By Ilurwitz genus formula., we have
2/;()Hl7r/) -  2 -  n(2,v(lHl7l') -  2) -|- (c, -  I )
*€İHI7 g
The genus of lHI*/r is zero. Hence 
2r/(lHl7 fV) ■ 2 -2n, l· (^ '^ -0  
zfM Go
-2)1 1 - 2 /a '  +  / / .^  - h  7 1  —
II. — ;/·( n — 1/2
-2n -h 2— -------1----- ------ 1- n -  7/,x,
'1,’heri we get the result
□
In this thesis, w c  are interested in the modular curves IHl*/r’()(i) where
l’o(f’) ~ I   ^ d  ^ ^ denote the modu­
lar curves a,s
X i i i n  =  im/i’o( 0  and V'i,(0 = iHi7 ro(0 ·
First let’s calculate the genus of the curve ) o(^ ):
T h eorem  2 .4 .4  T h e  f j cnus  7 = 7(Vo(f'’)) o f  the  m o d u l a r  c u r v e  f o r  ¡ r r i m e  i  is
w h e r e
- ^ ' + '  '/ " i .
7 ' +
i 0 i f  i  =  2,
I if  ^ =  1 viod 4, 
' if i  =  mod 4
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and
0 ,/  ^ = 3,
1 ij ('. = I mod 3, 
— I if a = 2 mod 3
Proof: Lcl, C{(.) = { I M > 0,0 <h< d, gc.cl(a, b,d) = 1
a,iKİ let, (To = e  0 e C{(^)· Tiien for (T e c { i )  i,iic sd; ( T „ ' r v n r
is a righl; cosct of ro((' )^. 3'o soo l.liis, iirsl. Id ’s show <7,7'iVo D 1' =  Pof^). 
For (.he element (rif'jao G (rif'Vrro H I' where, 7  =  |  ^ 1 G F we have
(To '7<^ o =
« hie  \ , . f a b .
G l'o (0 · ('o iiversely, (or rv = 1  İ Ç  F o (0
ci  d \ c (I
7 =
a hi 
cji d
G i' since c — 0 niocl i. 3'hen (Tq '7(70 = cv. Therefore
(7o-’ l V o n r =  FofO·
Now, for (7 G C ( i ) ,  let’s see C7,7 'l'c7 D I’ is a right coset of f'o( )^. Let 
O'l = (Tö'  j \ ( T  and «2 -- '^ (7 *72<^ L(i two elements of a ö ' r a f )  F. Tlien Q'laJ* = 
(7,7 ’7 icrc7~'77''(7o = (7,7'7177'd) Ç cTiF'Fcron F and lienee o'lcv-j' G I'o( )^. That 
is, a.ll elemeni,s of (7(7 * IV (~l F are in the same coset. For an elcMnent e r ö ^ j a  G 
c7,7 ’ l V n  [' we have (7,7 *IV  H F Ç F{)(f)(7,7 *7 (7 . Let «(7|7 *7 (T G Fo(f’)<7,7 *7 (7 , 
since ( rö'VcTo (7 F = I'of/’) we can write o- as cv = (7,7 *7 Vo. 'Fhen c.V(7,7 *7(7 = 
*7 *^  = 'T'o'7 7^^  € (T-(7 'lV  n F. Hence, H F = \ ' o { 1) (t^^'j (t . For
different eleirients (7|,(72 G T'(0, < f>«d,s (7(7 * I Vi (7 F and <7,7'IV2 17 F are
also different since (Tirr.J*  ^ F for different (Xi and (72 G C ( İ ) ·  Now, for any 
a h \ .. ....... . . / 1 .T
.y =  I ^  G F — I’ofi) let’s chcjose (7 =  ^ İ  '  ^ that d — cx ^
 ^ ai —ax -(- b
- a r  + d I e  I" wec0 mod £. Recall that c  ^0 mod İ. Then for 7 ' = 
have (7,7 '7 V = 7 .
i
So, we have proved that elements of C{i) are in one to one correspondence 
with the co.sets of F„(0· Hence [F : F„(i)] = \C{£)\. But, elements of C{£)
are (7() and I  ^ I where j — 
0 ^
(■ I. Hence |C(0| = i + i- That is.
[ r : r o ( 0 ] = ^ + l .
Now, let’s prove l;lia(, (,lie only cusps of l’o(£) are 0 and oo. Well, S o o  =  0 
and .S' i  r„(0 · So 0 / ,· „((’) oo. Now, let’s prove that any other lational number 
is To( )^ e(]iiivalent to 0 or oo. Let r = - , ( a , c )  =  1. Assume r oo, then
c ^  0 mod i .  Hence ( n f , c )  -  I. 'I'here exists h , d  Ç Z such that c d  -  a i h  = 1 . 
d  a
ib c
a.re just two cusps of I'oi )^, 0 arid oo.
Let 7 = Ç I o(f0· I T(^) — '^· Honce, r ~ro(f) 0. riierefore there
Elliptic |)oints of l’o(i) of order 2 are l·' e(|uivalent to i. Let z — ^ —
r. .'T is elliptic point if anrl only if 7 .S'7“ ‘ € ro(0 · Oecau.se
rt _ i  n  , , r  I n \ i  bd-\-ac. —(? — a? \7 .S7 ' € I 2· We hav(i 7 .S7 - ' = . Hence, is elliptic
y dd I- - b d  -  ca j
point il and only ii + (P =  0 mod f. Number of elliptic points of order 2
is number of .solutions for c (or d) in + d'^  =  0 mod i  and it is nothing but
Similarly, elliptic, points of l'o(^) of order d are P e(|uivalent to to. Let
2T =  ■yuj, 7 = 1  )  ^  ^ elliptic point if and only if 757’7“ ' €
\ c  d J
['o(^) and -ySTj~' G I'o(f0 '"oaris c^ -cd-^ d^  =  0 mod i. Number of solutions 
for c (or d) in (P — cd. -|- d? =  0 mod f is 1 +  ’j .
So we have index n = f -\- 1, i^ r^ , -  2, 1/2 =  .1 + and 1/3 =  I +
Hence, genus of the curve Vo(^ ) i·“!
-  I12
e + 1 1
12 '\
□
We know that tlnr elliptic curves I'Jy ~ C /Z t] + Z and E’2 ~ C /Z t2 + Z 
over C  are i.sornorphic if and only if T\ is P equivalent to T2. That is, the 
points of the modular curve IHl/P are in one to one correspondence with the 
elliptic curves up to isomorphism Hem e, IHl/P is moduli space for the moduli 
problem of determining isomori >s.ses of elliptic curves over C. Similarly,
1 2  i  — \
for 7 e l.’o( 0  "'*■'*^ 1  ^ IHl/ro(<'), the cyclic subgroup  ^ ' ) of the
elliptic curve C /Z r + Z remains invariant under the action of 7. Hence, IHl/ro(^ ) 
is a moduli space for the problem of determining equivalence classes of pairs 
(./?, (7 ) where E  is an elliptic curve and C  C E  is a cyclic, subgroup of order 
L  Then, the points { E , C )  € ,<V()(^ ) and [ E ' , C ' )  G .Vo( 0  same point
if and only if there exists an isomorphism //. : E  1— > E '  such that /i(C') = C .  
We know that there is a one to one conespondence between subgroups <5 of an 
elliptic curve E  and isogenies (j) : I'J t-— > E '  given by the association $ = kei'(^ . 
'riierefore, we can view the points of the modular curve ,.Yo(0 equivalence 
classes of triples where (j) : l·' 1— > E '  is a. cyclic isogeny (isogeny,
whose kernel is cyclic) of order 1 .
2.5 Modular Equation
Definition 5 An analytic, function /  : IHI 1— > C on tlie upper half plane, is said 
to be holomori)hic modular function with respect to the full modular group F 
if
i) /  is I' invariant, i.e., f ( j z )  = f { z )  V7 G F
ii) /  is merornorphic at 00. That is, in a neighborhood of 00, /  has the q 
expansion
./'(-) =
k>in
Then, we have the following lemma:
Lem m a 2.5.1 [CO, pp 22(i] /1 holoinorphic modular function with respect to 
F is a, polynomial in j i r ) .
Now, let the right cosets of Fo(f) b(i Fo(f)7,·; i = 1,..., i+ 1 . Then considering 
the function
m
i=-1
it is clear that is a polynomi-'il V. Let’s see that it is also a. polynomial 
in j (t). The coefficients of  ^ symmetric polynomials in
j { i ' y i T ) .  İlence, they are lıolomorpliic. Also, because of syinmetiy, Ibr 7 e r  
in a coefficient of .Y, j i ^ ' J i ' J T y s  are a permutation of the ,;((^7,r)’s. Hence 
cocilicients are T invariant. On the otlnir hand, we know that the right cosets
of 1\)((?) are ctq ' i V n  1' wh(ir<; recall that =
I  n 
0 1
and a  Ç 6’(i). Hence,
any 7j can be written as (T,7'7(T = 7i for some a  e  C (t) and 7 e r .  So, 
<7-()7 ,· = 7<T. Then ;/(% r) = j i a o ' - f i j )  ~  j i j a z )  =  j { a z )  for sonui a  e C { C ) .  On 
the other hand, the j  function has a simple pole at 00 and İK'.nce, has the q 
expansion
r
j{^ ) =  -  T ^  c„7’'·
where c and c,i’s are (•.oiistants, q =  Then
OC)
- I - E  ror rr =
—2ni ab
c ' e c
n=\
'X)
a  h
0 d
" '¿niabn /  2niz  \  O. n
/ 2niz  \
(e n— I
and hence q expansion of jim^yit ) has only finitely many negative exponents 
and the coefficients of X  in <l><» are meromorphic at 00 since those coefficients 
are polynomials in the Therefore, the coefficients of <l>;»(Ar,7 (T))
a,re liolomorphic modular functions and thus by the previous lemma, they are 
I)olynomia.ls in j { T ) .  So, we have seen that <f)^ (.Y, ;(r)) is also a polynomial in 
7(r). This means that there exists a polynomial /^»(AT, Y )  G C[.Y, V ]  satisfying
Ml
<I>i(A7i(r)) = 1 [ { X  -  j{CjiT)). 
i=\
The equation ^ > f { X ,  V ) = 0 is called the modular equation. Hy the wa.y, since 
j ( i ' y i T )  can be written as i(rrr) for a uni(|ue cr 6 C { C ) ,  we can also write
‘l v ( A " , i ( r ) )  =  J J  ( X - j { ( T T ) ) .
Observe that for (To G { ' ' ' ) ) = Note that
the degree of in X  is f'+ I and its total degree is 2 L
The polynomial <l>i(A', K) G < C [ X , Y ]  satisfying the modular equation has 
gigantic coefficients and h''"'■· *o com|nite 4>^ is somehow very complicated, 
particularly for big £ ami ■ numbers £ which have a lot of divisors. Her­
mann computed for  ^ W — 7 (see [HE]). E. Kaltolen and N. Yui
dl
ha.ve computed for i  =  II (see [KA-YU]). Nowadays, powerful computer 
systems are in use and can manipulate very complex algorithms wliich enable 
to compute for non prime and big rs.
The following pro|)osition describes the solutions of the modular equation:
P rop osition  2.5 .1  [(JO, pp 235] For u,r> Ç C, =  0 i f  and only i f
there is a lattice L and a cyclic suhlattice U C L o f indexé such th a tj(L ') =  u 
and. j [L )  =  V.
2.6 Plane Model of X o{i) in characteristic 0
lyct Z{)(i) be the curve given by tiui modidar equation ^{X , V) =  0. For a lat­
tice L  =  [sr, 1], all its sublaXtices L' C L of index i  has j  invariant 
where I'o(l?)7 is a coset of ro(^) lor 7 € F. By the previous proposition 
^e,{j{L·),j{L·')) =  0. For the fixed L =  [2, 1], solutions of =  0
are {j( jiz )J{f.'y iz ))  = {j{z )J{ f'y iz ))  where ro(^)7«> * = 1. I, are all
cosets of FoC^ )· Hence, the point ij{z),j{C .z)) is generic point of the curve 
iSo, the curve Zi){i) ha,s the local parameterization 2 1— > (j(z ) ,j(£ z )) . 
Let
7T : Jfo(0
be a projection map taking the point where f  is a cyclic isogeny of
degreed between elliptic curves E  and E ', to ( j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  =  {j{z),j[C z)). Now, 
we are going to investigate singularities of projective closure Zo{i) of Zo{i). 
First, Zo{^) can have oidy self intersections as singularity. For 2 € H such that 
one of the elliptic curves C/[2, 1] or C/[P.z, 1] has only trivial automorphisms 
then the tangent vector {j'{z)^P.j'{iz)) is not zero. Hence, locally there exists 
a tangent vector. If both of the curves E  and E' have nontrivial isomorphisms 
then either both of the elliptic curves are E  = E' =  C/Zi -f Z or /? =  /?' =  
C/Zcu -1- Z. Because the curves C/Zi -f Z and C/Zcu + Z are not isogenous.
For the case E  =  E' =  € l 1 i  + Z or E = E' =  C/Zto +  Z, the 
point { j {E ) ,j {E ' ) )  € has also tangent vector. Let { j{E )J {E ^ ))  =
e Xo{^) where Aut(£;) = Aut(jF') = {± I,T ? :} . Then, at the point
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our loca.l |)arani('.l,er is /, =
— /
iz — I . Hence tangent, vector is
di
( dj[z) d ^ \  
dz dz
dl ’ dt 
\ dz dz /
Bot,li mirnerators ami (l('miin('ral,ors vanisli as z leruls lo i. lFc3iic;e, taking limit
VV(', g(it
d‘\j(f-z)\
d
J l
z\ a
dz^ dz·^
d ^  ’ ^
V dz'^  dz'^  /
wliid) is iiotizero siiirc' ;"(*) / 0. Similarly, let { j{E ) ,j{E ') )  -  { j { z ) , j { iz ) )  € 
Z{)(i) wfierc Aiit(/!/) ~ Aiit(/'/) = { i  I , drte, In tliis case oiir local pa­
rameter is /, =
2 — u.'
U)Z
and tangent vcictor is
djjz) dj(f.z) \ 
dz dz
dt ’ dl 
\ dz dz )
again both numerators and denumerators vanish at z = u) and hence taking 
limit as z tends to uj we get
(d-^j{z) d^j{ez)\
dz'^  dz  ^
d t^ ’ d?t
\ dz'^  dz  ^ /
Again both numerators and demimerators vanish at z = u>. So, taking limit 
again as 2T —> w we gel.
/  d 'j{z ) (P j{lz )\ .
d
di.
dz  ^ dz  ^
<Pt ’
\ dz  ^ dz  ^ / 
which is nonzero at z = uo since j'"{Lo) 0.
Therefore, we have seen that the curve 7m{(') can have just self intersections 
as singularities. Well, actually tliere exists self intersections. Recall tliat Yo{t) 
has two points at oo represented by the cusps oo and 0. So, tlie plane model 
Zo(i) of K)(0 points at oo. For odd prime those points are cusps as
singularity. Precisely:
3.'?
P rop osition  2 .6.1 Zi)((!) has boo cusps as singularity at oo for odd prim e i.
( i  -  l)(f -  2)Each o f  the singularity has muUiplicUy —----
Proof: At the point oo o( K)(0 liavc the parameterization 
fintz Z[){i) lias parameterization
■ ji< /) ■ I) at oo·
We have j{q )  =  ~ -h ^  Cnq"' where c and e„,’s are constants. Ilcmce
 ^ 7»>()
(i(7) : )W )  : ! )  = ('/'-' + E   ^ ' +  E   ^ '/)·
I— > a =
7t>() 7J.X)
Let X =  /7'’'·' and  ^ =  ( f . TIk'ii th(i point {j{q) : j(q'’) : 1.) of „^(( )^ is analyticly 
isomorphic to (.1; : I : Ivct X he th(i curve given by f { x ,z )  = x'' — = 0.
We have the inclusion /;:[//,/'“ '] C :^[/] and the midtiplicity of the singularity 
of the curve .Y at (0,0) is, by definition, the dimension of :^[i]/A-;[//,//~’]. But, 
that dimension is nothing but the number of monomials of A:[i] which are 
not in //~']. Those monomials are exactly tX where n = hP, — a{P — 1),
0 (  fliQicQ of II find j) Hence,
n :  ( ^ - 0 ( ^ - 2)
f. — \. > 1) > a > {). W('. have
multiplicity of the singularity at {j{q) ■ j ( q )  ■ I) is
2
The other point of K)(0 at 00 is lepresented by the cusp 0. Let w =  
 ^ j .  Then u;r()(( )^Te~' = l’o(0· Hy Atkin - Lehner involution
It) : z I— >
_1_
Pz
0 is transformed to co. 'riierefore, |)rojection of 0 to Zo{P) also lias singularity
— 2 ) .
of multiplicity —---- ------------· Remark that, for P = 2 we have no singularity
¿J
on the points of Zy^ {P) at 00.
Now, let’s descrilie the self intersections of /?o(0 hi a.lline space:
T h eorem  2.6 .1  There exists a one to one correspondence between self inter­
sections o f  the curve Zo(P) over C and the elliptic curves E  having complex 
nmltiplication such that 3«  € End.( E) satisfying
U
i) N {a) =  (xd = and
a
ii) — is not root o f unity.
Moreover, all self intersections are doiihle.
Proof: Assume we have l.wo (liil'erenl. points [E ,E ',(t) and (E ,E ' ,p )  in 
DifFerence eonies from the isogenies cr,p Ç. ]]om (E, E'). Then, there 
is a self intersection on the i>oint { j{E ) ,j{E ') )  G Zoif). Since those two 
triples {E ,E ' ,a )  and (E ,E ',p )  repr<'sent two diiFerent points on rr is
not equivalent to p modido automoi|)hisms of A’ and E'. That is, a  e'pe 
for a.ny e € Aut(jy) and e' € AutfA’'). Because, otherwise we would have 
e{kerp )  =  k cra  for some e Ç Aut(A') which means the triples represent tlie 
same point on the curve
The isogeny per (E l‘jnd( A'), where p is the dual isogeny of p, has degree 
and pa  is not multiplication by f. since' otherwise p = a. Hence E has CM. 
Similarly ap  € l*'ynd(A'') and ap  [f]. Ibuice, E' has also (JM.
Now, let a  -  pa l·]u(\{E). 'Idien N{(\) = (.\og{pa) =  degp degrr = and 
a  =  p a  ^ pe'pe ~  e'ef and hence -- is not root of unity.
Conversely, for an elliptic curve A = C/[2r, 1] assume 3«  € End(A) satis­
fying
i) N {a)  =  <xa =  and
(X
ii) -· is not root of unity.
Let k e r a  =  C  and C  C C  be a cyclic subgroup of C  of order i. Then, 
there exists an elliptic curve E' and an isogeny a  £  llom(A, A') such that 
k e r a  =  C .  Then let’s deiine p' £ Wo\n{E', ID), p'(z') = (x(z) where a{z)  =  z'. 
'riien p' is cyclic of order f  and p' £ llom(A, E') is, cyclic isogeny of degree 
1?, not eipiivalent to a  modulo i.somorphisms of E  and E'. A.ssume, on the 
contrary tliat, a  =  e'p'e. 'fhen cv = p'e'p'e = e'eC and hence y  would be root 
of unity, contradiction. Therefore a  and p' are not e(|uivalent. That is, the 
point { j { E ) , j { E ' ) )  is singular.
Now, let’s assume 3 a ,p  £  llomf ID', ID), a  ^ epe for any e £  End(A) and
e' G Liicl(7i/'') and o: = pa. Let 1C =  C/[^, 1], E' = <C/[Cz, 1]. 'I'liere are three 
possibilities for the decomposition of the ideal ((?) in the ring of integers of 
the imaginary quadratic field Q (2t):
i) ( )^ is a prime ideal: In that case (« )(« ) = So, (fv) = (C) which
mea.ns — is a root of unity.
ii) (i) = V'^ , wliere V is a. prime idea). Then, (a )(a ) = V' which implies 
tha.t («) =  and lienee, again, — is a. root of unity.
iii) ( )^ =  VP' where P  and P' are |)rime ideals. Then (a')(rv) = P'^ P''^ . If
c\
(a-) = P P '  then a.gain (a) = [i) which means — is a root of unity. So, for
elliptic curves E  =  C/[.~, I] such that 3n· G Lud(ft') with N{(x) =  and y  
is not a root of unity, we must have' (f') = PP ' in the ring of integers of
Q (2t) and (a) = P^. Then (Tv) = P'  ^ and Tv correspondence to the isogeny ?/? 
whereas cv =  pa. Hence, a.ll self intersc'ctions are double.
Well, self intersections of the curve Z{)((i) are indeed simple nodes (normal 
self intersections). Let’s prove this lact in the lollowiug proposition:
P rop osition  2 .6.2 All self intersa·! to ns o f the curve. Zo{l) are. simple nodes.
Before proving the proposition, let’s introduce a. lemma:
Lem m a 2.6 .1  Lei ij{IC),:HE')) G ^o(0· Assume { j { E ) J { p y ) )  is a .self inter- 
seciion. Then Aui.[E) ~ Aui[E').
Proof o f  lemma: A.ssume {j{lC), j[E '))  G ZoÇU) is a self intersection. Then 
3 p ,a  G Ilom(/?, /i'), cyclic i.sogenies of degree f  and cr is not equivalent to p 
modulo automorphisms of 1C and E'. d’hen, cv = pa Ç. End(/'/') and evTî =  P. If 
Aut(/?) = {±l.,dbr), then f. =  I mod 4 and 3A G Z[r], AA = £, A A. So, cv =
A^ , (7 =  A, /7 =  A and Y ^ Z[i]. Similarly, if Aut(/?) =  { ± 1, ±o7, dboj^ } then
A _
3A G Z[cijj such that vv = A^  and a  ■= \, p = X. Hence, in both cases Aut(i?) =  
Aul(E'), which is enough to prove the lemma. Because, if Aut(/i') =  { i l }
:»)
and ( ± l } 5  Aut(/ ’^') we can manipulai,c l,lie sanie process as aliove (or E' and 
gel, Aul.(/i/') wliidi is conl,radic.(,ioii.
Proof o f proposition: Assume { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  is self in tensed, ion. Then 3a; G 
I‘'/iid(A') sudi tlia.t c-Fv — P  and -j is not root of unity. Let rr a.nd p be two 
nonecpiivalent cyclic isogenies of degree (' in nom(Zi,', E'). We liave three steps:
Step I: Assume AutfA') = {± 1 } . Then by the lemma Aut(fi'') =  {± 1 } .
■ ¡/ [/'
(jot =  C / L .  d’ heii kcrcr -- —  , kr.rp — - - -  and - I f  =  L". IjC'.t
¡j Ij y
L· =  [iU|,u)2], I f  -· f“ ,C(j2] and If' =  [wi, -^].
o; CU i Ll>2 O' U>·} I 0, 1)
Then, ——  =  a(jJ\ + / 'y  f'ii<l joj-i ~  <x^ i T d - y  where I y I  ^ <S'.//2(Z). We
ha.ve —  = z, local parainctcir. Then (;(·“), j{(’z)) is a. self intensection. On the 
(^ 2  ^ T  f  / f - I
other hand -----: -----;)) another parameterization of
i  d .z  T  d  ■ ■ ' d : :  - f  d
the self intensection. .Since Aut(/',') = Aut(/!,'') =  { i f } ,  j'{z) and j ' { j )  a·!'® 
nonzero. Then, tangent vectors for those two parameterizations are
( / ( . ) .  a,
If, assume on the contrary, those two tangent vectors a.re equal then we would 
get
I
f. [ c l · : + d)2
CK
But, cIz-\-d =  a. Hence, . (Contradiction since — is not a root of unity.
Hence, we have different tangent vectors and so the .self intersection is a simple 
node.
Step II: Assume Aut(A') = { J :l ,± ? '} .  Same construction as in Step I for
L If, i f  = >  rv = clz +  d ,—  = 2. But, in this ca.se, our local parameter is
0J2
2
t =  ( —----—j . Hence tangent vectors are
\12 — 1/
dz
V dz
dz 
dt
dz j
Both rninierators aiul (Icmmunators vanish as z tends to i. Hence, taking limit 
wo get
d^j{z) d^ j{zlt) \
j^ { j { z ) , j { z / q )  = dz'^ dz^
\ dz'^  dz'^  )
(¡21 -------
whicli is nonzero since j ”{i) ^  0 and ^ 0 at 2r = i. Let — =  A ^  0.
Then dz‘^ _  1
dz'^
dz^
= —/1 and 
V‘
j.M iz  -h 6.
lim
Z----->i
ciz  -h d' 
dz 
(U
L ·
2 .A dz  +  b 
dz'^  
dz'^
d . i
d z '' {clz  +  d y   ^c iz  + d
dz^
1
{ciz  -h dy
if these two tangent vectors were e(|ual then we get
~ (ciz + d)'>^  cA
a'‘ =  id
Contradiction, fience, tangent verd.ors are diiferent. So, again we have a simple
5'lcp HI: In this last stej), let’s assume Ant(/?) = {ib I, ±a» it o)^}. Then,
this time onr paramei.er is / =
z — OJ 
ojz — I
'4 t(£) d j { z l i ) \ ^
dt ’ dt 7
and tangent vectors are
/d ^ j{z ) d ^ j{z /i)\
dz^ dz^
(id. ’ d t^
\ d ?  1 ?  /
:i8
silice j'{z)  =  j" {z ) =  O bul, j"'{z) ^  O (br  ^ ~ı- w and ~  ^  =  O but
dz dz  ^
t
7^  O at z =  uj. TİKİ otlıor tangcul. vector is
dj{^) '^ c£ z  + d
a iz  d . \
dt ’ dt
d¿L
cP£
d ?
,, . ^ a L ·  + b \
CÍZ +  d
dz'·^ ____
d t^
dz'-^
f^ j iz)
Let, a.gain, —~  at z = co be /1. T lieu, 
dt
-  dz·' 
<Pt_
17'
dt ¥
Á and
dj{
a fz  -I- d^
d z  +  d  ^  
dt
,, . , a f z  f  b
Cz +  d
dz·'
d'V.
¥~'
{ d z  +  d f
/1.
I f'*
Henee, aga.in, if tlu' tangent vectors vveree(|ual tlien —A = :A
e "  { d z  + d f
e/’ — Contradiction. So, tangent viictors are different. 'I'lierefore, in all 
ca.ses, we have seen that self intersections ol ^o(^) a.re simple nodes.
We ha.ve described the nodes ol the curve Zo((!). Now, let’s count them. 
Before, let me. introduce llurwit^ class number. Ilurwitz class number is defined 
as
2
lAutgi
where summation is over ef|uiva.leiice classes of binary integer cpiadratic forms 
Q — a:d-i-bxi/-t-q¥, a, />, c G Z, of discriminant —D = b^  — 4ac. The quadratic 
form is couiitc'd with w(;ight -  and the quadratic form x  ^ -h xy +  is
counted with weight - .  All other (|iia.dratic forms in other ecpiivalent classes 
are counted with weight I. Another interpretation of Murwitz class number is 
that if O is an order with discriminant —D in an imaginary quadratic field K
;/ (-/ ;) =  11(0 ) =
OCO'COh- 
,■ {<)
,. ÍO'
-MO')
Wliere is the ring ol iiitcigers ol K  (sec; [(X)]). Now, wo arc ready to state 
the theorem:
T h eorem  2 .6.2 Number o f nodes o f Zo{i) is
Proof: There is a one to one corres|)oiK.lence between node's of Zo{C) and
cv
elliptic curves E  such that 3c.v G lind(/:/'); cvev = and -j is not root of unity. 
Let K  he an imaginary c|uadratic field witli discriminant —dj^ ·, di( G . Then,
N b^di( = — a .^ Il('iu:e, c.v is in the,  ^ a -I- h \/^dk  ^let O' = ------- -^------ € Uji· cvev
order O G O k with the conductor b and also in any order O', O (Z O' Q O k -
Number of elliptic curvcîs, np to isomorphism, whose endomorphism rings are
O is h {0 )  =  h {—lZdK)· I3y the way, for a -  i  we have cx =  ------------- L
y  =  ""ity  and if a = 0 thc'.n d,K =  4 and
O' = ±61. Hence, again y  = ± i, which is also a root of unity.
If  ^ -^ 0(0 is a. node and AntC/[2, 1] = { ± i , ± i }  then,
=  {id ,5 '} and hence, (j{S z),j{f-S z))  G .^o(0 "<>de. Sim­
ilarly, for a node (i(^),./(6")) € ^o{^) > 'I AutC/[0, 1] = ( ± 1, ±w, ±a;^} 
then, \\ =  {\d ,S T , { S T f } .  Ueiwe { j { S r z ) , j { tS T z ) )  G Z o{i)a .n d  
{j{{ST )'^ z)J{C {ST )‘^ z)) G ^o(0 are al.so nodes of Zo{İ). Th(;relbre number 
of nodes of Zo(£) is
-  'If''*)·
As a corollary of the; theorem we get an independent proof of the llurwitz 
class number formula:
C orollary 2.6.1
2i
n { i ‘^ -4 i^ ) = 2 C'^ + e.
l = - 2 f
Proof: The projective closure Zi}{f) has two singidar points at 00, which 
are permuted by Atkiu-Lehner involution. They are analyticly isomorphic to
X — z with multiplicity I i t y
( < - l ) ( C - 2)
‘2
(.¡emiR of K)(0 is
{d -  \.){d -  2 ) , ....................
.<7 =  -------------------— miml)cr ol siiigulai iUes
2
where d is 1,he degree of I,he modidar e(|ua.lion. Then
(2£ -  .l)(2f^ - 2) _ - [){e -  2)
g 2 2 X ; / /(//'
On file ol.lier liand
(J 12
12
We ha.vc for (//<· = 2 , /i( —ci/v) — I since I,here is only one ellipl.iccurve/? with
Ant/i' = {^\ ,dcu,±u)'^}. Tlicn, for tlie order O C Q(it>) with conductor we
\ - i i .  ......................... \ - U .  / - 3 \ r
3
Then, ( Ihave h{ — 'U^ ) =
—. Because, tfie only orders including O are O itself and 0 [i.
With a similar argument = 1 since there is only one elliptic
curve /i with A n iE  = {± 1 , ± i ) .  het O he an order in Q(i) with conduc-
e . i .  i i .  / - i\  r
tor e. Then, /i(-4f'*) = - ^  ( · -  I (; j j j  =  2 ’ ”l /? j I
I
, -  I -I- -  since the orrlers including O  are O  itself and
c e 2 ^
Oi{ =  Z + h i. By deliuition, //(0)
4\ e.
1 1
31 e  J
j 2  II{E  -  -  I -I- ^  + T i  } ]  + U
0<K2/,i7^^ 12 ' 4 \ I
G
3\ f
G ' 2 \ M  3 \ (? / 3
2 ^  11 -  4i: )^ 4- //(4f') = 2 i:^  -  2 + + -A ;  I + -
0<<<2?,
(’
= 2f''·'* -  A
2 /-3^ 2
+ 1 -
Chapter 3
Elliptic Curves and Modular 
Curves in Positive 
Characteristic
Tliis is (,lie main cliapUic of (,lio Uiosis. In fliis cliapfer, we are iiilaocluciiig 
the singnlariliics of (,lie curve Z()(f), given by l.lie modular (H|ua.l.ion iii 
cliaracferistic p >  3. l·'irsl,, lef’s ((Miiind some facts about elliptic curves in 
positive characteristic which we a.re going to use;
3.1 Elliptic Curves in Positive Characteristic
An elliptic curve E  ovcir a 
Weierstrass fonri
E
of characteristic p > 3 can be written in
= 1^.7··' -  (/'¿x -  .9;)
In characteristic 0, the set of elements of an elliptic curve; of order N  is 
isomorphic to 'LIN’L  x 'LjN'L. The situation is slightly different in positive 
characteristic:
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .1  [LA 2, pp 171] Ia I E  be an elliptic curve dejined over a 
field  o f  positive characteristic p. I'lien, either J'l has no point o f order p or the 
set o f  elements o f  E o f order p is isom orphic to Tjlph.
/12
D efin ition  6 Let E  l>e an (illi|)tic c.iirvi! deiiiicd over a field of positive char­
acteristic p. If E  lias no point of order p then E  is said to he snpersingular 
elliptic curve. If tlie sot of elements of E  of order p is isomorphic to Z/pZ then 
E  is said to he ordinary elliptic curve.
The situation for endomorphism rings of ellif)tic curves over a field of pos­
itive characteristic is more comf)licatod then the case in characteristic 0. En­
domorphism ring of an elliptic curve E  determines whether E  is supersingular 
or ordinaiy;
T h eo rem  3.1 .1  [S'lL I, pp 1.37] I/ct IC he an elliptic curve over a fie ld  K  o f  
characteristic p. Then
i) l']nd{IC) — End-f i^l'y) =  Z гf j{l·J) is transcendental over F,,.
ii) Assume j { E )  is alfjehraic over¥j,. I'hen End{E) =  End-j^{E) is an order 
in an imaginary quadratic field if  and only i f  E  is ordinary and. FJnd{ E) =  
Endj^{E) is an order in a quaternion algebra i f  and only i f  E  is super singular.
3.1.1 Siipersiiigular Elliptic Curves
Supersingular elliptic curves a,re important points of the modular curve X o(i) 
over Fp2, (C,p) =  j ,  as being rational points. Supersingular elliptic curves 
have great importance also in examining tlic singulaties of plane model Zo{i) 
in positive characteristic. The singular points of Zo{C) in positive characteris­
tic, corresponding to supersingular elliptic curves have the most complicated 
singulaties of Zo{i) which we are going to examine in tlie next section.
We know that endomorphism ring of a. supersingular elliptic curve is an 
order in a (|uaternion algehra. More explicitly, if E  is a supersingular elliptic 
curve in characteristic p then End(L') is a maximal order in the quaternion 
algelira over Q ramified only a.t oo aiiil at p. A quaternion algehra. Hp is 
ramified at p if IJp<S)Qp is a division algehra a.nd lip is ra.mified at oo if Hp0 R 
is the flarnilton ((ual.(!rnions. Up is nol. ramified at other primes I  7^  p. That 
is, Hp <g) is 2 X 2 matrix algehra in (see [EIC]).
Let O he a maximal ord· 'he quaternion algehra lip minified only at p
arid at oo. Let 1  be a Ic'ft ideal of O. If J “ ' J  =  {a e Up : l a  C X] is equal to 
O then we sa.y that 1  is two sided ideal. 7’wo sided ideals of O form a group 
(see [PI]). Let H o denote the ideal class group of two sided O ideals. That is, 
the group of all two sided O ideals rnodido principal two sided O ideals. Then 
H o  is either trivial or cyclic group of order 2. More explicitly
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .2  [I'j IC] E  be a ftupcrsmgulav curve in characteristic p. 
Then, End{E) =  O is a maximal order in a quaternion algebra. Hp over Q 
ramified only at oo and p. Let Ho be the two sided ideal class group. Then Ho 
is trivial 4=^ j {  hl) G 3 an element o f norm p in O. Ho is cyclic o f
order 2
A signilicant property of a siipersingidar elliptic curve E  over a field of 
characteristic p is that E  is defined over IF,,2;
T h eo rem  3 .1 .2  [SIL I, pp 137] Let IC be a, supersingxdar elli, 
field  o f  cha.racleri.stic p. Then j { E )  € IF,,2.
1C curve over a
Let E  and lie elliptic curves in characteristic p > 3 given as
E :xfi =  Tc'* -  g2X -  .<73 
; xfi =  Tr··’ -  g^K, -  g'f’K 
Then the Frobenius isogeny E r  is defined as
Er ; E  — 4
{x,  y)  I-----1 (.r'\ fi').
E r  has degree p a.nd is inseparable isogeny (see [SIL I, pp 30]). We have 
A(A’(")) =  A(/i;)P ami hence i(/i;W) -  j {E Y .  Let (j) : E  — 1 EP  ^ be another 
isogeny of degree p. Assume If is supersingular. Then E^ ’^  ^ is also supersingular 
since it is isogenous to t'i. We have =  [p] Ç l'7nd(/?) where f) is the dual of <f>. 
But /? is supersingular and hence has no element of order p and the separable 
degree of [p] is number of elements of E  of order p together with identity 
element (see [SIL 1, pp 76]). So, [p] is inseparable. Hence <f> is also inseparable. 
<j) has the same degree as Er. Thus, <j) differs from E r  by automorphisms of E  
and E^ ’^\ That is, (¡) =  e'E re  where e is an automorphism of E  and e' is an 
automorphism of E^ '^ \ Let’s summarize the paragraph:
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1.3 lj(d E  and E' he supcrsingular edliptic curves over a fie ld  o f  
characierisLic p. I f  the I'lvhenius isogeny Er G lforn{E ,E ') then j { E )  =  j{E ')  
where j{E ')  is conjugaie o f j{E ' )  inW,,2 . In addition, assume a  € I lo 7n {E ,E ')  
is an isogeny o f  degree //'. Then er =  /'’t·’' modulo automorphisms o f E and E '.
3.1.2 Reduction and Lifting
The l)asic idea of redncl.ion i.s considering ati ellipUc curve, which is defined 
over a numl)er field h\ in I he ilnil.e ficTI O/c/P where Ok is tlie ring of integers 
of К  and V  is a prime id<;al in O k - More explicitly, let К  he number field and 
E  be an elliptic curve given by
y'^  — /|.r ’ — g2-r — '/.·(,  ^ ·
Let O k be the ring of integers of К  and let’s take a prime ideal V such that g2 
and g-.i can be written as ^  where cv,/i G 0 ,< and ^ P  so that we can define 
the cosets of .92 and 9, ,  [92] and [9.·*] in O k IV . Also, assume that
Д = [9.2]·’ -  21\g-.sY Ф 0 in Ok IV .
Then we say that E  has good (smooth) reduction modulo V and the curve
E  : =  Tr'* -  [92].t -  [94]
in O k /V  is reduction of E  modulo V. If characteristic of O k IV  is p then we 
also say that Ё  is reduction of E  modulo p.
In general, let О be a. local ring with no divisor of zero, К  be a field 
containing О and M  be the maximal ideal of O. Let
U) I— ■> (jj
denote a place which extends the canonical homomorphism О  ^ 0/A4, to 
an algebraic extension h of K .
Let E  be an elliptic curve given in Weierstrass equation
= Тг·'^  -  92·'»; -  ,<?:ь .92)Уз € О.
Assume that characteristic of 0 1 M  is not 2 or 3 and Л is a unit in О {A  ф M ).
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Then we have a good reducUon E  of E  modulo M . Lei, E' he also an 
elliptic curve with good reduction over O. {{ X \ E  — > E' is an isogeny then 
A is defined over L  and has a good reduction A : IS — y W  and the map
A > A
is injective homomorphism. A is also an isogeny of the same degree as A (for 
|)roof and more explanation, see [LA 2]). Deuring has described the endomor­
phism ring of reduction of an elliptic curve;
T h eo rem  3 .1 .3  (D euring) [I.A 2, |)p 182] Let E he an dlipl.ic curve over a 
number field. /ls.sw.;/?c l'}nd{E) is an order O in an imaginarij quadratic field
K . Let B he a place o f algebraic, closure o f  Q over a. prim e number p where E  
has a good reduction E. The curve E is .super.singul.ar i f  and only if  p is prim e 
or ramified (square o f  a prime) in K . Suppose that p splits completely (p is 
product o f  two prim es) in K . Let c be the conductor o f  O and. write c =  p''cq 
where {p, cq) =  J . 7 'hen
i) PJnd{E) =  Z -h is an order in. K with conductor c\).
a )  I f  (p ,c) =  1 then the reduction map A i— > A is an isomorphism o f  
End.{E) onto End(E).
Also, Deuring has proved that for any elliptic curve E  over a positive char­
acteristic, we can find an elli|)tic curve over a number field whose reduction is 
isomorphic to E\
T h eo rem  3 .1 .4  (D euring) [LA 2, pp 184] Let Eo he an elliptic curve in 
characteristic p with nontrivial isogeny evo G End.{Eo). Then there exists an 
elliptic curve E defined over a number field with an isogeny a  o f E  and a good 
reduction E o f  E  at a. place B lying above p .such that E{) is isom orphic to E  
and evo conesponds to Tv under isomorphism.
From these Deuring’s theorems, for a given prime p we have a bijection of 
j  invariants
• JW )
where j { z )  is Uie j  iiivariatil. of I,he lal.l,ic(! [z, I] whose ring of eiidomorphisni 
is an order O in an imaginary (|uadral,ic field K  where p splits completely in 
K  and conductor of O is not divisible by p. j (z )  is j  invariant of an ordinary 
elliptic curve over a field of cliara.cteristic p. More explicitly
T h eo rem  3 .1 .5  (D eu rin g ’s L ifting T h eorem ) [LA 2, pp 187] Let, Eo he an 
ordinary elliptic curve in positive characteristic p with ring o f endomorphism  
End{ED) — O. Then there exists a, unique elliptic curve E in characteristic 0 
with End{ E) —■ O such that reduction o f  E modulo p is isom orphic to Eo.
3.2 Singularities of The Curve in Char­
acteristic p >  3
In this section, we describe singulariti('.s of Zo(f') in characteristic p > 3 where 
C, is a.lso prime not equal to p. In this section we always assume that f is prime.
Ilecall that two cusps of Zo{f.) in positive characteristic are equivalent to
-- Since x/ — has good r(vluctioM modulo any pi iine p, we have
again two cusps of Zo{f) for prime f. in positive characteristic with multiplicities 
_  2)
-------- ----------- (see proposition 2.6.1).
2
A very powerful residt of Deligne and R,ap|)oport enables us to characterize 
the points of the modular curve A'o(f') in positive characteristic;
T h eo rem  3.2 .1  (D eligne and R ap p o p ort) [DE-RA] XoiO defined over 
Z[—] and has good (smooth) reduction modulo prime p > 3 where (i, p) =  1 and, 
Xo{0  mod, p param elerize isogeni.es f/> : I'j — -> I'i' with cyclic kernel kert(> = 
Z / « .
Hence, also in positive characteristic p > 3, Xo((l) for {^,p) =  1, is a moduli 
space for the problem of determining ('qiiivalence classes of triples (E , E',il>) 
where t/> : E  — > E' is a cyclic isogeny of order C. Hence, in this case, we have 
again the projection:
TT : Xo{f.) Zo{i)
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(B , ft",./.) (i(ft),/(/5')).
In positive characteristic p 7^  2, .'I, tt is also iininersion as in tlie case character­
istic 0. Let’s prove this statement in the following leinina;
P rop o sitio n  3 .2 .1  'I'hr siMfjtdarilies o f  Zy){f) in a Jid d  k o f charad.eristic not 
equal to 2  or 3 are just self intersedions.
Proof: Let k be a field of characteristic not e(pial to 2 or 3. Consider the 
projection
X d i) ZdC) k'{k)
{ I ' f E ' . f ) > [ j { E ) , j { E ' ) ) ^ j { E )
where k }{k )  is the ailine space. Recall that under the projection map
IHl/i'o(0 — > IHl/b
if the point  ^ in IHl/I^ )(fO '« ramiiicd then the isotropy group \\ =  {<7 G F : 
(jz =  z }  is not trivial and j (z )  =  0 or j {z )  =  12'L I'or tha.t rainified point 
the ra.miiication index is either 2 or ·{ (s(ie [U'oof o( the tlieorem 2.4..I). Let me 
remind that j  invariant is bijection between tlie curves given as
IHI/F c
j{^)·
So, let Xy,(i) be the modular curve over a. field k of characteristic not equal to 
2 or 3. If the projection given as
.Y„(0 — > A'(fc)
(/'A /A,</;).->;(/?)
is ramified at the point {E , E ' J )  then j { E )  =  0 or j{E ') =  12A The charac­
teristic of k is not 2 or 3. So, 0 and 12'’ are not equal in k. Hence, ramification 
index of (E y E 'if)  is either 2 or 3. 'I’he curves Xy]{f) and A'{k) are smooth 
curves. If (E y E 'if)  is not ramified with respect to the projection
M n '{k)
<r: E\d)\— > j{E
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then (Æ', is not ramified with respect to tlie projection
X^{i) — > Zo(«?)
Hence, Z )^{í) has locally smooth parameterization at { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) ) .  Now, let 
us assume that the point (./'J, E\ (f>) is ramified with ramification index 2 (or 3) 
with respect to the projection
'{k)
( E ,E \ . J > ) ^ j { E ) .
Then either {E ,E',(/)) is not ramified with respect to the projection
Xo{f-) —  ^ Z o{q  
{ E , E \ ^ ) ^ ( j { E ) J { E ' ) )
or ( j{ E ) , j { E ' ) )  is not ramified with respect to the |)rojection
Zoif.) — > A ' { k )
{ j { E ) , j { E ' ) ) ^ j { E )
since 2 (or 3) is a prime number. Therefore, for any point { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  €  Zo{C) 
we have locally isomorphism either between curves Zo{i) and Xo{^) or between 
the curves Zo{() and A*(fc) at the point ( j{E ) , j{E ')) . Since the curves Xo{^) 
and a '(A:) are smooth curves, the only possibility for singularities of Zo{C) is 
self intersections.
□
Those self intersections of Zo{(',) corresponds to the points { j { E ) , j { E ' ) )  € 
Zo{i) wfiere there exists at least two cyclic isogenies of degree i, a  € 
Ilom(/?, E') and p € llom(/?, E') such that a  is not equivaletd. to p modulo au­
tomorphisms of E  and E '. Let p be dual isogeny of p. Then, a  = pa ^ End(£^).
(X
a a  =  and — is not root of unity.
/?
When studying such a  € F-ndf E) with acv — and y  is not root of unity, 
we treat the singularities of Zv· two cases: Singular points {j{E )^ j{E '))  
where End(.Z?) (same as sayirn» ' since E  and E' are isogenous) is an
order in an ima,ginai7  quadratic field. Let u.s call those singularities as singu­
larities at ordinary points. The other singular points { j {E ) ,j{E ' ) )  are those 
where End(./i) (same a.s saying End(/i;')) i,s an order in a quaternion algebra. 
Let’s call tliem as singularities at supersingular points.
3.2.1 The Singularities at Ordinary Points
^ Eo{C) be a. singular point corresponding to pair of isogenies 
(T 6 ITom(jE, .E") where E  is ordinary elliptic curve. That is, End(ii/') is an 
order in imaginary qua.drati( field, 'riien the .self inter.section is double since 
tliere is just one a  =  pa  € End(/i) with a a  =  f}  and -j is not root of unity, 
u[) to cotijiigacy.
We know from proposition ‘3.2.1 that all singulaties of Eo(f) are self inter­
sections. 'Fhe following proposition describes those self inter.sections which are 
simple nodes of Zo(/ )^ in positive characteristic and gives the number of those 
nodes;
P rop osition  3 .2 .2  Lei Zo(^) be the plane model o f  in. characteristic
P > 3 ;  (P) 0  =  1· € Z{){(.) be an intersectioji o f  tioo branches
corresponding to the pair o f  nonequivalent cyclic isogenies ap  € Hom{E, E') 
o f  degree L  Let a  =  pa  Q End[E) where p is the dual o f  p. Assume p splits 
in Q (a) and the conductor o f  Z[cv] is coprime to p. Then the singularity at 
{ j { E ) i j {E ' ) )  is a simple node. The number o f  such nodes is
n { i : ^  -
0 < t < 2i, f i
r , f )  = '
Proof: A.ssume { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  G Zo{i) is a singular point of Zo{6) corre­
sponding to the pair of nonequivalent cyclic isogenies ap  € llom {E , E') of 
degree L  Let a  — pa £  End(E’). The self intersection is double. In char­
acteristic 0, the singularities are nodes. Since we have a good reduction, 
reduction of tangent vectors are tangent vectors of reduction. Hence, the 
self intersection is a simple node if ^  mod p. That is, a  ^  a  mod p.
a +  h s f l j
Let (X = where - / the discriminant of the field Q («). Then,
_  a"^  +  b'^ D
(XCY. =  =>· b D =  — a .^ (M ^  (X mod p 6 ^ 0  mod p.
Anyway, b is the condtic(,or of Z[a] and coprime to p. Hence { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  is a 
simple node.
Now, we should count the elliptic curves E  in characteristic p, whose order
O includes or with a â  = (? and y  is not root of unity. For a  =   ^ the
order O has conductor b which is coprime to p. Also p must split in k. Hence, 
the discriminant —D of k is also coprime to p. So, the discriminant —b'^ D of 
O is coprime to p  and p splil.s in k. 'I’hat is ~  * · "I herefore,
number of nodes is
l f {E  -  A^).
{ ) <  t P
-  '
□
In general, self intersection points Zo(i) are not simple nodes. VVe are going 
to calculate multiplicity of intersection of a singularity both in ordinary case 
and in supersingular case by perturiration method.
We need the following lemma in calculating number of contacts of a self 
intersection;
L em m a 3 ,2 .1  Let k be an imaginary quadratic field o f  discriminant —D and 
p be a prime. Then the IJurwitz cla.ss number satisfies the folloxving relation:
p ’’l i {  — D) I f  p splits in k,
H {—p^ ' D) =   ^ (2 -|- 2p +  · · · f  2//“ ' -b p’")If(—D) I f  p is prime in k,
(1 +  p + · · · + p'~)H{—D) I f  p is ramified in k.
Proof: Let us introduce the weighted class number h* given as h*{—D) =  
where O is the order with discriminant —D. Then, for positive integer
1^1
?■ > 0 we have / \ \
/ .·(-,/ "« ) =  h ' { - D ) , f  ( l  -
by the theorem 2.3.2. we have by dofinitioii
I I I · '
'riien
,D) = /,,*(-./;) + Y  h * { - D ) i f  ( \ . - (
0<cv<r \ \
- M l '  
P )l> ,
II ( - 0 ) I +  E  p" ( i
0<«<r V
1 '
. p J p .
p' ! I (—D) If p splits in k,
(2 + 2p + · · · + 2p'~‘ + p'')H[—D) If p is prime in k,
( I +/>+·· · -(- p’ ) l l { — D) If p is ramified in k.
□
For given curves X  and V over a. field k, the multiplicity of intersection of 
the curves X  and V at a· point Po is (!<p.ial to tlie number of simple intersection 
points close to Pq of |)erturbcd curves X  and V.
More explicitly, let X (c) and F(c) be the famil}  ^of curves over tlie ring A:[e] 
depending on small |)arameter r. Then, multiplicity of intersection of the curves 
X  and Y at a point /y is e(|iial to numl)er of intersections wil.h multiplicities 
of X((^ and F(e) at points which project to the ])oint .Fq for e =  0.
Assume that the curves X  and V are over a field of positive characteristic 
p and X , V are liftings into characteristic 0. Let X  and V be defined over Z 
and their coordinate rings have no element of finite order. Then, multiplicity 
of intersection of tlie curves X , Y  at a. |)oint Po is equal to multiplicity of 
intersection of the liftings X  and V at the points which project into Fp.
By Deligne Rapoport theorem the modular curve Zo{i) is defined over ^ Ij]· 
For (£,p) =  I. we can view the curve Zo(<?) as defined over Z while taking 
reduction modulo p. Therefore, rnultif)licity of intersection of pair of branches 
of Zo(i) in positive characteristic p corresponding to pair of nonequivalent cyclic 
isogenies <t, p : P  >—  ^ E' of degree is nothing but number of liftings of the 
pair {(T,p) in characteristic 0. So, to calculate the multiplicity we should count 
number of liftings. The following theorem describes multiplicity of singularities 
corresponding to ordinary elliptic curves:
T heorem  3 .2 .2  Let Zo(^) hr f'· lie model of Xo{^) in chararMristic p >
3, { p j )  =  1. Let { j { E ) J { E ' ) )  € he an intersection o f  two branches
corresponding to the pair o f nonequivalent cyclic isogenies ap  E IIom {E, E') 
o f  degree i .  Let a  =  pa E End{E) where p is the dual o f p. Assume p splits 
in Q(tt). Then the singula,rity at { j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  has multiplicity p'' where // is 
p part o f  the conductor «/Z[«]. That is, i f  f  =  //co where cq ^  0 mod p then 
multiplicity is ;/.
Proof: Assume ( j {E ) ,j {E ' ) }   ^ E iff)  is a singular poinl. o i Zo{i) correspond­
ing to pair of noneijuivalent cyclic isogenies ap  E Ilom(/?, E') of degree i. Let 
a. =  pa  E Rnd(/?). Then acv = P? and — is not root of unity. Let the conduc­
tor of Z[a] be / = p'C\), C() ^  0 mod p and the discriminant of Q («) be —D. E^ y 
Deuring’s lifting theorem there is a unic(ue elliptic curve /i'o in characteristic 0 
whose cridotriorphism ring lind/ o^ = On with condnetor Co such that reduction 
of Z'yo modulo p is isomorphic to IT
Consider the points {j{A ),j{A '))  € Zn{i) over characteristic 0 such that
Z[i,v] C Bnd(/1) C 0{). 'riien cv E Lnd(/1) and number of such elliptic curves
is U {~ p D )  (see proof of theorem 2.fi.2). On the other hand, the number
of points (j(/lo),i(/lo)) € Z(){P) with «  E l5nd(/lo) in chiiracteristic p is
l l ( - f ' f l ) )
H {—clD ). Hence, tln'ie exists 2 n\ of two branches corresponding
to a  at the point { j{E ) , j(E '))· Since p splits in k we have  ^ =  p' (see
H\—Cqu)
lemma 3 .2 .1). Therefore multiplicity of singularity of the point ( j{E ) ,j{E ' ) )  is
P ■
□
C orollary  3 .2 .1  The number o f  self intersections o f multiplicity p'' corre­
sponding to ordinary elliptic curves is
p '·E H
0 < i < 2^ , t 7^ j?
( "p ) = '
P2r E
m e  -
{)< t < 2CJ I
p -  = -,P’ D, (-/*) = 1
Proof: Let k be an imaginary cjuadratic field with discriminant —D and p
sj)lit in k. Let O be an order in k with conductor p’ co, Co ^ 0 mod p. Let
~ (X , . e -f- &\/— E
a. E k such that crev =  P? and — is not root of unity, hor a- = ------ --------,
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o'tt — i  — > A?} — a D. So, h^D — 4£^  — a .^ If I,hc orcler O lias 
discriminant -b'^D tlion h =  p’ c,). iloiiice clD  =  — . So, now we should
P
count the elliptic curves in an order of discriminant - c lD .  Anywa..y, we have 
counted those kind of elliptic curves in proposition 3.2.2 and their number is
-  4 f\E II ,^ 2r
0 < /, < 2^ , i 7^ .
From tlie identity H { - p ^ ' ' D )  = ] f  H { - D )  we have the equality
't'^ -4C ^ \ _  1 
. )  V''E
/7
0< i < 2i, t ji ( 
( ^ )  = '
i)< e
( '■?; ) = ’
□
Endomorphism ring of an ordinary elliptic curve has discriminant which 
is p-a.dic square. So, to find number of all self intersections corresponding to 
ordinary elliptic curves let me introduce the following
L em m a 3 .2 .2  [KI, pp .51] For a 6 Z *,« = fo r  x G Q* i f  o,nd only if'
a =  1 mod 8 when p =  2, and a ~  mod p fo r  y € Z with (y,p) =  1 xohen
p ^  2.
Then, number of self intersections of ordinary points is given a.s:
C orollary  3 .2 .2  Sum o f  the multiplicities o f  all self intersections correspond­
ing to ordinary elliptic curves is
E I l i C - ' i C ) .
o< t < 2d, I ii d 
— '\d^ = p -  adic scpiaro
Proof: We know tlial; number of self intersections of multiplicity ¡ f  corre- 
spending to ordinary elliptic curves is
i  y :  I H C - 4 C ) .
‘ 0 ■ /- d
So, if we count those singularities witli multiplicity, we get
( -r  ) = '
The prime number p splits in an imaginary cpiaclratic field k with discrim­
inant -  A f  if and only if f  - 4^ 2 is a square in the p-adic field (see the 
lemma 3.2.2). So, if we count all the singnlaties with multiplicity corresponding 
to ordinary elliptic curves, we get
E
0< t < 2P, t P
¿2 _ ^^2 — p — afli,. srnifiri;
H {e  -  A^).
□
C orollary  3 .2 .3  Sum, o f  the muliiplirAties o f all self intersections correspond­
ing to supersingular elliptic curves is
E ;/ ((' -  i f )
0 < t < 2f.,l^ (
P — '\û  ^p — adii; sf|iiaro
Proof: The genus of the curve yo{^ is not changed in positive characteristics 
also since Yo{€) has good reduction. So, in characteristic 0, the genus wa.s
 ^ ^  (2(  [)(2f i) { (  2) _  ^
()<t<2e,t e^
lii positive characteristic, the singularities of cusps of Zo{C) are same as in 
characteristic 0. Hence, to got the same genus as in positive characteristic, we 
should have number of all singularities, counted with multiplicities, of Zo{P) in 
positive characteristic must be
n { t ^ - A â ) .
But, number of singula,ties of Zo(0 with multiplicities corresponding to ordi­
nary elliptic curves is
E H{l.^ -  4 i“).
0 < i < 2^ , < / i
~  P — iicli«.' Sf|ii;ire
Mence, number of singulaties of Zo{i) with multiplicities corresponding to su- 
persingular elliptic curves is
E l l ( P - W ‘ )
{) < t < t f. p 
— A (9 ^  p — iv lic  s ip ia ri]
□
3.2.2 The Singularities at Supersingular Points
The singulaties of corresponding to supersingular elliptic curves in pos­
itive characteristic are the most complicated ones. 7’hose singularities rna,y 
not be just double self intersections. Also, counting number of liftings of two 
branches is more diflicult than in the case of ordinary elli|)tic curves.
P rop osition  3 .2 .3  Let E  he an elliptic curve whose endomorphism ring O is 
an order in imaginary quadratic field k. Assxime a given prime number p is 
ramifi,ed in k and E  lw,s complex multiplication cv € O. Then the reduction E  
o f  E modulo p has j  invariant j { E )  € Fp.
Proof: Let E  be a.n elliptic curve whose endomorpliism ring O is an order 
in an imaginary (juadratic field k. Let k have discriminant —D and E  has 
complex multiplication rv G O. Then
a -|- b\/—D
a  = Af(2cv — a) =  {2a  — a ){2a  — a) =  h D.
Let us define //p : Z —  ^ Z as yp{n) =  r where n =  //cq, co ^  0 mod p. p is 
ramified in k. So, Vp{D) =  1 mod 2. Mence
i/p{N(2a — a)) — 2 r, (b) -f- Up{D) =  1 mod 2.
;)()
Let Pp{N[2a. — a)) — 2m +  1, in G Z. Let’s denote E  as reduction o[ E  modulo 
p and let lind(/i’) be a maximal order Oj  ^ in the quaternion algebra ramified 
only at oo and at p. Then, two sided ideal class group //o- is either trivial or 
cyclic group of order 2. The reduction of the isogeny 2fv -  a in has order 
also N [2a  — a) =  [2a  — a)(2a' — a) with i/p[N[2a  — a)) =  1 mod 2. p has norm 
p'^  in O-j^ . So, the element /? = - - -  has norm p. That is, N [fl) =  p. Hence, 
hy proposition 3.1.2, ,/[E) G IF,,.
□
In ordinary case, wo have used Deuriiig’s lifting theorem to count the num­
ber o( liftings. Unfortunately, there is no statement about canonical liftings of 
supersingular elliptic curves. Hut, we follow a similar procedure as Deuring’s 
lifting theorem while counting the liftings of a supersingular curve via orders. 
However, with this mechanism we may not get all the liftings and there rna.y 
be some extra liftings.
We a.re going to use following statement, known as Gauss genus theory, to 
count some special liftings;
L em m a 3 .2 .3  [HO-STIA, pp 247] Lei k be an imaginary quadratic field with 
discriminant —D. Let //2 be elements o f  order 2  o f  the ideal class group o f  
ring o f  integers o f  k. Then //2 =  [V  | [ — D) : O is prim e ideal and fl'P  ~  1) 
and ¡7/21 =  2*“ * where t is the number o f  distinct prime numbers which divide 
D. Furthermore, class number o f  the ring o f integers o f k is odd i f  and only i f  
D is divisible by only one prime.
A special type of liftings of a supersingular elliptic curve over a finite field 
IF,,, where p =  — I mod 4 , is described in the following proposition:
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .4  l.jct E^  be a supersingular curve with j[E{)) G IF,, and p =
— 1 m o d i.  Let E = C /L  be a complex elliptic curve where L is a fractional 
ideal in Z[>/—pj. Assume reduction o f  E modulo p is isom orphic to E q. Then 
the reduction o f  the curve E' =  C / / / ~ *  modulo p is also isom orphic to E q.
Pi'oof: Let 7?o be a. supersingular curve with j [ E f )  G Fp. Assume p =
— 1 mod 4. Then tin 'iber h [—p) is odd by the lemma 3.2.3. Let
r)7
E  =  <CIL be a complex elliptic curve wliere L  is a fractional ideal in 
Complex conjugation acts on j  invariant as follows:
On the other hand, complex conjugation acts on prime ideals V, where V 
divides the ideal (p), generated by p, of the class field K  D Q (\/^). We have 
[K  : Q(>/=p)] =  h { - p )  which is odd. So, there are odd number of primes V 
dividing (p). Mence, 3V  such that V = V. Then j {L )  mod V = j{L·) mod V 
since j { L )  6 Fp and V = V. But J{L·) =  ./(T"'). Hence, the curves B = C /L  
and E' — C///"* have same reduction modulo p.
□
In general, the multi|)licity of two branches of a singidar point of Zq{ î ) cor­
responding to supersiiigular ellij)tic curve in positive characteristic is explained 
in the following:
T h eo rem  3 .2 .3  Let (.;(/?), j(y?')) (z Zi){l) he an interseclion o f two branches 
corresponding to the pair o f nonequivalent cyclic isogenies PjCr Ç: iIorn{E, E'), 
o f  degree. İ. Assume E  is super-singular. Lei cv = per Ç End{E). I f  p'" is the p 
part o f  the conductor o f  h[a] then tire multiplicity o f  intersection o f  these two 
branches is
i) 2 +  2p A- - +  2p'~' +  p’' i f  p is prime in Q(cv), and
ii) 2 -f- 2p + · · · -f 2p’ “* -f 2p'· if p is r-arnified in Q(a').
Proof: Assume E  is a supersingular curve and { j {E ) ,j{E ' ) )  € Zo{£) is an 
intersection of two branches corresponding to the pair of nonec|uivalent cyclic 
isogenies p c^r £  Н от(Л ',/¿’'), of degree L Let a  =  pa. Assume X[cx] has the 
conductor / =  p'^ co, C(i -ф. 0 mod p in the imaginary quadratic field Q (a) with 
discriminant —D. p is either prime or ramified in к since E  is supersingular.
Let L and J J  be two lattices in Z[o] such that О^Ь =  OoL' where Oq is the 
order in Q(cv) with conductor rp. Then, OoL and OqL·' are lattices in Oq and 
L C OoL, L' C OoL'· We have [C>„ : O] =  p^ Hence [OoL : OL] =  [OoL' : 
OL'\ =  p’’. So, the natural projection maps
ip : C / . L  —  ^ r / r r  I : C / L '  — > C /C > „ L '
have degree //. C/Oq/. and C/O^L·' are isomorphic. Reduction of C/L {C /L') 
and <C/OoL (C/C>o//') modulo p are supersingular. Hence, reductions of <p and 
t/> is Fr*· (see proposition :.U..3). Let C /O qL· and C/O oL' denote
the reductions of < C / L ' a n d  <C/Oi)IJ respectively. Then we have
I V  : C /L  — > C/O nL  and Р У  : C /I J  — > C / O J / .
C/0„LandC/6>oL ' arc isomorpliic. Hence, С /L  and C /I J  are also isomorphic. 
That is, C /L  and C/L·' have same reduction. We have H {—c/^D) number 
of lattices in 0»  whereas number of lattices in orders O' where
Z[a] <Z O' Q 0{). Hence, by the above argument we get ^ n u m b e r
l l{ -4 L ·) )
of lutings ol the curves 1C. H.ecall that
U {-p ^ 4 D ) 2 + 2p -f · · · -I- 2//-' + //
I -I------- p рГ
If p is prime in k.,
If p is ramified in k.
In supersingular case there may be some extra, liftings. Let p be ramified 
in Q(o') and (p) = where; (p) is the principal ideal generated by p and V 
is piirne ideal. Let OoL· =  M . Then we have [M : MV] =  p and hence the 
natural projection niap
d : c /M V  — e c /M
has degree p. So, reduction of is F r  by the. proposition 3.I.3. Let Amv 
and A m denote the reduction of elliptic curves C /M V  and C /M  modulo p 
respectively. Then j{AM v) =  / {A m ) since Amv and Am supersingular 
elliptic curves and F r  € Hom(/l/\,/7.’ , /1/^ ). But / (A m ) € IFp by proposition 
3.2.3. Hence, /(A m p) = / {A m )· That is, C /M V  and C/M  have the same 
reduction modulo p. For the lattice MV  we have 1 + p +  · · · + P*^  liftings also. 
If V  is not principal then C /M V  and C /M  are different curves. So we get 
2(1 + p + · · · + p’^ ) liftings. If "P is principal then let //2 be set of elements of 
order 2 of ideal class group of ring of integers of Q(oi). V | ( —P) where {—D) 
is the ideal of ring of integers of Q(o;) generated by —D. Then II2 is trivial 
by lemma 3.2.3. Hence, Q(cv) has discriminant - p  by again the lemma 3.2.3. 
So, p =  - 1  mod 4. Then by the i)roposition 3.2.4 a.gain we have two liftings . 
Hence, when p is ramified in k we have 2 extra liftings. In conclusion we have
at least 2 + 2pH------ |-2p’ ··' -f p’’ lifting when p is prime in k and 2 (i+ p  -|------ bp’’)
lifting when p is ramified.
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Well, number of liftings are exactly 2 + 2p + ■ ■ ■ + 2ji~' +  f  when p is 
|)riine in k and 2(1 -(-;> +  ··· -f- //) wlien p is ramified. Because;, number of all 
singulaties with multiplicities corresponding to supersingular elliptic curve is, 
by the corollary 3.2..*]
^  P — aclic square 
0 < t < 2(,t f.
E
<2 -  -U'i -  - J p r p  j, I I)
0 < < < 2i ,  I  f.
E
,2 _ _p2,  ^ ,
0< i < 2(, I ji C
/7(1  ^ -  )
//(/," -  4 f )  +
(3.1)
On the other hand, we have seen that there is a one to one; correspondence 
with self intersections repre.sented by (ft',«) and lattices in Oo when p is prime 
and tlu;re is a one to two correspondence with self intersections represented by 
{E ^a) and lattices in when p is ramified. So, number of s(;lf intersections 
represented by { E , cy), when p prime is,
E II
(.)< t < 2t,t ^ f. P
2r
2 + 2p +  · · · + 2p’·“ ' + E
//(P-4/^),
0 < i < 2/?, i i
and number of self intersections represented by (7?, a), when p is ramified.
IS
1
2 E
II
' -  4i'^ '
,2r
0 < l < 2 ( , t i :  f. 
( -T ^ )  = o
1
2 + 2p +  · · · + 2/y-' + 2p'· E
i i { e  -  4 f )
p -  aP = -p^ ' D, (“f ) = 1 
t < 2i,t f.
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The imiltiplicity is a(, least 2 +  2p + · · · + -f- f  when p is prime in k
and 2(1 + p -I- · · · - f ;/) when p is ramified. But, we get 3.1 exactly when the
mnltiplicities are 2 + 2/>H------ 1-2;/~‘ -|-/>’ if p is prime in k and 2( I +/H------ (-;/)
if p is ramified.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
As menUoned before, I,lie modular curve in a field of positive charac­
teristic p >  3, (^,;;) =  I, is a signiiicaiit object in coding tlu'ory since Xo{i) 
has large number of rational points in IF,,2. Deligne and Ra|)oport have proved 
that Xo{f.) is a moduli space of tri|)les {E , E\ <j)) where (j) : E  — > E' is a cyclic 
isogeny of degree i  Ix^ tweeM the elliptic curves E  and E'. Rational points of 
Xo{C) in IF,,2 comes from the trif)les (/'/, IC\(j)) where E  (or same as saying E') 
is a supersingular elliptic curve.
The main difficulty arises in descril)ing the curve X()(^) algebraicly in an 
ecpiation. The modidar ecpiation V) =  0 gives a description of plane
model Zo(^) of Xo(^0 · I'·'’·'* enormous coefficients and hence it is difficult to
compute even for small i's. On the other hand, the plane model Zo(^) is 
not a smooth curve.
in this thesis, we have described the singularities of projective closure 
of the plane model have seen that in any chara.cteristic, two points
of Zo(^) at CO are ciisf)s as singularity, d'he singularities of Zo(Q are simpler 
tlian the cusps. Indeed, they are self intersections. In characteristic 0, all self 
intersections are simple nodes (transversal intersections) whereas in positive 
characteristic those self intersections of Zo(^) may be more complicated.
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